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TERMS OF REFERENCE 
This project was proposed by Mr M. Malengret at the 
University of cape Town. The project involves the 
development and evaluation of an induction motor driven 
solar· water pumping system. Mr Malengret's specific 
instructions were: 
1) To develop the system for application to borehole 
pumping with a positive displacement pump. 
2) To optimize the performance of the system in order to 
maximize the water delivery. This involves: 
- Developing an efficient and robust variable speed 
drive for the induction motor. 
- Optimizing the performance of the induction motor at 
all speeds of operation. 
- Controlling the system in such a way that the solar 
panels are utilized to their full potential despite 
variations in the irradiance level. 
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SYNOPSIS 
This thesis describes the design and evaluation of an 
induction motor driven water pumping system which is 
powered by solar panels. The system consists of a 
positive displacement pump, solar panels and an 
induction motor with a microprocessor controlled 
inverter. The reason that an induction motor has been 
chosen for the project is that these motors are cheaper 
and more robust than the more conventional DC motors. It 
is expected that by using an induction motor, the system 
performance will improve significantly for the same 
investment. 
The motor has a power rating of 0.75kW and it has been 
specially designed for a solar application. The system 
has been designed to operate from between five and seven 
solar panels, which yiel~s a system capacity of 350W. 
The capacity could be extended to operate up to the full 
rating of the motor. 
A variable frequency drive has been designed to control 
the motor speed. The drive consists of a power MOSFET 
inverter bridge which is controlled by an 8031 
microcontroller. Software has been written for the 
controller to generate the required pulse-width 
modulated signals to the inverter. Also included in the 
system design is an array tracker which optimizes the 
power output of the solar panels. 
The efficiency of the motor has been optimized for the 
torque requirements of the pump. This has been achieved 
by implementing an optimized voltage frequency curve and 
by providing for operation above the rated frequency of 
the motor. The motor has been operated in the frequency 
range. of 5 - 80Hz. 
iv 
The inverter efficiency was high at 87% and this is 
expected to increase at higher power ratings. The 
combined motor and inverter efficiency was found to be 
67% over a frequency range of 45 - 80Hz. This is only 
marginally less than the efficiency found in DC systems 
where a DC-DC converter is required to drive the motor. 
The control method for the system incorporated a method 
of maximizing the water delivery. This was achieved by 
optimizing the motor speed while monitoring the panel 
voltage. The voltage was monitored because of the high 
inertia of the pump, which made pure speed control 
difficult to implement. 
A field test was conducted to compare the developed AC 
system with a Mono DC system. The gearing of the DC 
system was not optimal and hence a higher flow rate was 
achieved with the AC system. However, the efficiency of 
the DC motor and converter combination proved to be 
slightly higher than that of the AC system. This 
comparison neglected the effect of poor maximum power 
point tracking of the DC system. 
In conclusion, the implementation of an AC induction 
motor system offers significant advantages over a DC 
system in terms of cost and reliability, while similar 
efficiencies are expected from the two systems. The cost 
reduction with a seven panel system will more than cover 
the cost of another panel, which represents a 15% 
increase in the system input power. The speed control of 
the system ensures that the water delivery is maximized 
at all operating irradiance levels and hence the panel 
output is fully utilized. The system performance is 
further enhanced with the use of an array tracker, which 
will improve the panel output by approximately 20%. 
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GLOSSARY 
ADC - Analogue to digital converter 
DPTR - Pointer of 8031 microcontroller for 
addressing external data 
IC - Integrated circuit 
Io - Current through drain of MOSFET 
Monocrystalline - Single crystal structure of silicon 
MOSFET - Metal oxide silicon field effect 
transistor 
Oversizing - Operation of motor below its rated 
power 
PDP - Positive displacement pump 
Photovoltaic - Operation by means of photo-electric 
effect 
PWM - Pulse-width modulation 
pyranometer - Device used to measure light 
irradiance levels 
RAM - Random access memory 
ROM - Read only memory 
Snubber - Switching aid circuit to protect the 
MOSFET from current or voltage 
transients 
xi 
Vos - Voltage across the drain and source of 
a MOSFET 
w - Angular velocity measured in rad/s 
WP - Peak power output of solar panels 
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The aim of this thesis was the design and evaluation 
·of a solar powered, water pumping system driven by an 
induction motor. Solar powered water pumping is fast 
becoming an accepted means of obtaining water in remote 
areas. where national grid connection is not viable. The 
low maintenance requirements and the cost reduction of 
solar panels over the past few years . have made ,such 
systems highly competitive against diesel and windmill 
energy generation. 
Many commercial systems are being made available and 
these comprise various types of pumps and motors. The 
most popular system is the positive displacement pump by 
Mono Pumps, which uses a DC motor. The disadvantage of 
using a DC motor is the high cost and periodic 
maintenance requirement of replacing brushes. AC systems 
offer the advantage of being both inexpensive and more 
robust than their DC counterparts, but the drawback of 
these systems has been their low efficiency. 
Following a BSc thesis by the author, it was established 
that an induction motor could provide a viable means of 
obtaining an inexpensive and· efficient pumping system. 
The reason for this is that the low efficiency of small 
induction motors is not caused by physical constraints 
on the motor, but rather by manufacturers believing 
their is only a limited market for highly efficient 
small motors. 
The Energy Research Institute at UCT have also been 
investigating the viability of using an induction motor 
for a solar pumping application. A motor manufacturing 
firm was requested to design and produce an efficient 
small ind~ction motor and such a motor has been 
produced. The motor has an efficiency similar to a DC 
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motor and it is this motor which has been used for the 
project. 
The objectives of this thesis are to develop a three-
phase system which maximizes the water delivery of the 
pump. Particular attention has been given to the control 
and performance optimization of the motor and inverter. 
The system is controlled by a microcontroller which both 
adjusts the speed of the pump to optimize the water 
deli very. Since the main aim is to maximize the water 
deli very, an array tracker has been included in the 
system design to improve the panel delivery. 
This report starts off by presenting the research 
progress that has been made in the field of solar water 
pumping which is relevant to the project. This is 
followed by the design of the controller, inverter and 
array tracker. Following this the microcontroller 
software structure and method of generating the PWM is 
described. Optimization of the motor and inverter are 
then discussed and the method of controlling the speed 
of the pump is presented. To give an indication of the 
system performance, a field test was conducted and these 
results are presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn 
and recommendations are made concerning the further 
development and commercialization of such a system. 
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This review discusses recent literature relevant to 
solar water pumping. Efficiencies and future trends of 
solar panels are discussed and the characteristics of 
the panels are analyzed. Various types of available 
pumping systems are discussed and compared to the\ 
potential of developing an induction motor driven 
positive displacement system. 
2.1. PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS 
Photovoltaic power is the quintessential energy 
source, creating electricity with no pollution, no noise 
and often no moving parts. Photovoltaic systems are well 
suited to remote or arid regions and . they can also 
operate ·.on any scale1 . This section looks at the 
development and expected trends of solar panels. 
2.1.1. History of Converting Light to Electricity 
The phenomenon of converting light to electricity 
was first observed in 1839 by Edmund Becquerel. He 
noticed that a voltage appeared when one of two 
electrodes in a conducting solution was illuminated. In 
the 1920s quantum mechanics laid the theoretical 
foundation for our understanding of the physics of PV 
phenomena. This was followed in the 1950s with the 
development of the Czochralski method of producing high 
quality crystalline silicon. In 1954 Bell Telephone 
laboratories developed a silicon cell with an efficiency 
of 4%. This was soon bettered to 6% and then 11% 
efficiency. 
The development of the solar cell was greatly encouraged 
by the realization that PV could be an effective source 
for powering space missions. Another factor that 
contributed greatly to solar-cell technology was the 
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transistor industry. Transistors and PV cells are made 
from similar materials and their workings are determined 
by many of the same mechanisms. Today, photovoltaic 
systems are capable of transforming one kilowatt of 
solar energy falling on one square meter into about one 
hundred watts of electricity2 . 
2.1.2. Future Developments in Photovoltaic Technology 
Resear.ch and development is an ongoing process in 
the PV panel industry and the main areas of 
technological development are briefly listed below: 
- Polycrystalline silicon cells have a lower efficiency, 
but the cost saving in manufacture could make these a 
viable alternative. 
- Amorphous silicon appears to have an efficiency 
limitation of 12-14%, but it shows promise because of 
its ability to absorb light well. 
- Thin film multi-junction cells, whereby a thin film is 
deposited on a substrate, could also provide a means of 
lowering the cost of solar cells3 
The disadvantage of monocrystalline silicon is its high 
manufacturing costs compared to the polycrystalline and 
amorphous silicon cell. Kamper4 suggests that the 
amorphous cell will be used more in the future, while 
Sinclair5 argues that thin film multi-junction cells are 
more hopeful. 
The improvement of efficiency and reduction in cost of 
solar panels is a much sought after goal and many 
developments are taking place to achieve this. An 
example of such a development is the unveiling of the 
first solar photovoltaic technology using silicon ribbon 
by Ferrofluidics and the Blue Ridge group in March 
1992. This technology uses crystal growing in a process 
that enables growth of solar cells from a continuous 
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ribbon of silicon. such ribbons have proven to be more 
efficient , lighter in weight, more flexible and less 
costly than traditional energy conversion technologies 
such as silicon wafers6 . 
Another new development in the photovoltaic industry 
comes from the Southern California Edison Company. This 
company has developed a solar cell that uses 
inexpensive, low-impurity silicon - considered unusable 
until now - to convert sunlight into electricity. This 
method is expected to surpass contemporary photovoltaic 
processes by combining common, abundant materials with 
low-cost manufacturing equipment. Edison quotes 
commercially available solar cells at $5/watt, while it 
predicts that this cost can be reduced to under 
$1/watt7 . More information on this technology has been 
included in Appendix 2. 
Although it is not yet clear which type will offer the 
best combination of efficiency and cost, the trend of 
photovoltaic technology clearly indicates a reduction in 
the overall cost of solar systems. 
2.1.3. Economics of Photovoltaic Power 
For most commercial solar applications, the 
monocrystalline silicon PV cell is used. This type of 
cell has an efficiency of around 15%. The PV modules 
mostly in demand in terms of peak power are between 45 
and 55 Wp and these cost about R22/Wp (July 1990) 8 . 
The fact that solar energy is free does not mean that it 
will have a low utilization cost. The capital costs of 
solar systems are still too high to compete with 
electrical grid connections. Regions of developing 
countries where rural electrification is embryonic are 
important early markets for PV systems. Extending power 
lines from centralized sources to rural areas is often 
not yet economical, and so decentralized power sources 
such as PV are a promising alternative. On a lifetime 
I 
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cost basis, PV is now cost effective compared with 
diesel generators at capacities below 20 KW9 • 
Ultimately the potential of photovoltaics is determined 
by the cost of electricity production compared to 
competing electricity generating technologies. As the 
cost of photovoltaics falls, solar applications closer 
to the national grid will become competitive. The graph 
below shows clearly how the cost of PV power has fallen 
over the last decade and this trend is expected to 
continue in the foreseeable future10 . 
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Figure 1: PV Module Cost Versus Time [Hamakawa cited 
by Sinclair] 
Two studies have been made by Wiseman and Halcroft to 
compare the cost between PV and diesel water pumping. 
Gosnell 11 has combined these two studies and adapted 
them for application in south Africa. The bar chart 
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below shows that in most cases, PV power offers a 
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Figure 2: Unit Costs of Pumped Water in South Africa 
2.1.4. Operation and Characteristics of Solar Panels 
In order to optimize the system efficiency of any 
solar application it is necessary to have some knowledge 
of the operating characteristics of solar panels. 
2.1.4.1. Operation of Solar Panels 
The single crystal photovoltaic cell is made of two 
layers of silicon each doped with an impurity. The layer 
on which the sun shines is doped with phosphorus, which 
creates an n-type semi-conductor. The other layer is 
doped with boron and is a p-type semi-conductor. 
Together the two layers form a p-n junction similar to 
those used in transistors. 
Because the phosphorus atom has five valence electrons 
as ~pposed to the four of silicon, the n-layer has free 
electrons which are not bonded. Similarly, in the p-
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layer there are spaces for extra electrons which the 
boron atoms have created as they have only three valence 
electrons. 
When the two layers are bonded a depletion region forms 
at the interface and a potential difference is built up 
across the junction. This is caused by the free 
electrons from the n-layer flowing into the p-layer and 
filling the electron holes. At any time some valence 
electrons may have enough energy to overcome thei.r bonds 
to the nuclei and are thus mobile. The electric field 
sweeps these mobile electrons across the junction and an 
equilibrium is established. In sunlight the photons of 
light liberate a large number of electrons from their 
bonds. Most of these are swept out of the depletion zone 
before they recombine with the nuclei and they form the 
current of the PV cell. The following figure shows a 


















Figure 3: Schematic of a Photo-Voltaic ce1112 
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2.1.4.2. Characteristics of Solar Panels 
A photovoltaic cell behaves similarly to a diode with a 
photo-voltage. The photo-voltage arises from the 
dissociation of electron-hole pairs which are created by 
incident photons within the built-in field of the diode 
junction. 
According to Lasnier, the operating equation of I = f (V) 
characteristics of a solar cell can be derived as: 
I = I1 - I 0 [ e 
gCV+~s.ll nK - 1] -
where I1 = Photocurrent (A/m2) 
I 0 = Saturation current (A/m
2) 
n = Ideality factor 
q - Electronic charge (C) 
K = Boltzman's constant (J/K) 
T = Junction temperature (K) 
Rs = Series resistance 
Rsc = Shunt resistance13 
As can be seen from the figure below, the characteristic 
curve varies substantially with different temperature 
and insolatiori levels. 
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Figure 4: Characteristic Curves for Panels f{ Different 
Temperature and Insolation Levels 
In order for any solar system to operate efficiently, it 
is necessary for the panels to operate at the maximum 
power point. This can be achieved either by keeping the 
voltage constant or by tracking the maximum power point 
directly. Voltage tracking offers the advantage of 
simplicity, but it is not as efficient as maximum power 
point tracking. 
As far as the author knows, all the available commercial 
water pumping systems either use voltage tracking or 
direct coupling (in the case of some centrifugal pumps). 
However, maximum power point tracking is widely 
documented in the application of battery chargers. Both 
Enslin and Van den Heever15 and Lasnier16 estimate that 
a 25% improvement to the panel efficiency can be 
achieved by maximum power point tracking in the use of 
battery chargers. These estimates take into account the 
variation in the battery voltage due to ageing, 
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temperature and charge level of the battery. These are 
factors which are not present in a water pumping 
application. 
According to Lasnier, variations of the panel voltage 
are due to solar radiation (10%), temperature (10%) and 
ageing. Another factor which affects the panels is the 
scattering effect of the electrical characteristics of 
solar cells. This is due to the imperfect repeatability 
of the technical processes of solar cell fabrication17 • 
It is therefore evident that for solar water pumping 
systems, as for battery charging applications, 
significant improvements to the panel efficiency can be 
achieved by implementing maximum power point tracking as 
opposed to constant voltage control. 
2.2. APPLICATION OP PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER TO WATER PUMPING 
Water pumping is a relatively new application of 
photo-voltaic power in South Africa. In July 1991 a 
thesis was submitted by R.J.Gosnell to the Energy 
Research Institute (UCT) which could be considered to be 
the first thorough evaluation of a photovoltaic water 
pumping system in South Africa. Gosnell' s study 
evaluated the technical, social and economic aspects of 
a solar water pumping system. The system that was 
evaluated consisted of a positive displacement pump 
driven by a permanent magnet DC motor. 
A feasibility study for a PV pumping system has been 
submitted to the National Energy Council by M.J.Kamper 
from the University of Stellenbosch. This study examines 
the available photovoltaic water pumping systems in 
South Africa and discusses the feasibility of developing 
a submersible system using either a brushless DC motor 
or a reluctance motor. From Kamper's report, the market 
share of PV powered deep well pumps is held 
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predominantly by two types of pumps in South Africa. 
These are the Mono PV pump and the Solar Jack pump. 
2.2.1. The Mono system 
The Mono system consists of a positive displacement 
pump with a permanent magnet DC motor driven via a DC-DC 
converter. The motor tested by Gosnell showed a constant 
efficiency of 76%, which is in agreement with Halcrow's 
estimated efficiencies for DC permanent magnet motors of 
between 76% and 82%. The pump used by Gosnell yielded an 
efficiency of around 40%, which is a typical value to be 
expected from the characteristic curves supplied by Mono 
Pumps (Appendix 1. 2). The graphs in figure 5 show the 
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Figure 5: Perforfgnce curves for Mono Water Pumping 
System 
2.2.2 •. The Solar Jack system 
The Solar Jack system comprises a submersible pump 
with a DC-DC converter situated above ground. A 
.. 
J 
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diaphragm pump is used which is driven by a permanent 
magnet brushed DC motor. 
This pump is the smallest commercial PV pumping system 
available and it has been designed to operate 
efficiently at low flow rates and low heads. Only two PV 
modules ( 4 7 - 60 Wp) are required. Such a system has 
been tested by the ERI at UCT and the efficiency of the 







Figure 6: Efficiencies of Solar Jack System19 
2.2.3. Other Systems in Southern Africa 
HXO 
Siemens and AEG provide submersible systems which 
are driven by an induction motor with constant voltage 
control. The motor is manufactured by Franklin and has 
been specially designed for a submersible pumping 
application. The efficiency of this motor is between 68% 
and 72%. The Siemens systems have a capacity greater 
than 1 kWp, but it would appear that none of these 
systems have yet been installed in south Africa20. 
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The system of AEG operates in the power range of 1 to 
3.8 kW at a head of between 10 and som. This system 
has an inverter efficiency of 95% at rated output21 . 
The pump is a centrifugal pump manufactured by 
Grundfos and the characteristic curves are shown in 
Appendix 1.2. 
Because solar water pumping is a developing field, 
new systems are fast appearing on the market. Some of 
these systems use a submersible pump driven by an AC 
motor. The Tescon system of National Lunar consists 
of a motor with a battery to provide sufficient 
starting torque. The motor runs until the battery 
dischages to a certain level and then the inverter is 
switched off and the battery is recharged. The 
continual cycling of the battery is not an optimal 
solution and these systems are not considered to be 
highly reliable. 
2.3. MOST EFFECTIVE MOTOR AND PUMP COMBINATION 
The main requirements of a solar pumping system 
are reliability, efficiency and cost. Reliability is 
an important factor because the system must be 
designed for rural areas which have little technical 
support and may not be easily accessible. Cost and 
efficiency are closely linked and because of the high 
cost of the solar panels, the motor/pump combination 
should be as efficient as possible to minimize the 
overall system cost. 
2.3.1. Most Suitable Pumps for Solar Application 
Pumps can be broadly classified into 
and positive displacement types and 
described in detail by Fraenkel 22. The 




of AEG and 
Siemens, while Mono Pumps and Solar Jack use positive 
displacement pumps.Centrifugal pumps have the 
disadvantage that they need to be run at constant 
speed in order to operate efficiently. Since solar 
powered systems have a variable input power, this 
type of pump is not optimal. As can be 
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seen from the Grundfos characteristic curves, no data is 
supplied for insolation levels below 4 kWh/day and this 
suggests that the performance of the pump is low in this 
region. Gosnell did comparative tests on centrifugal 
pumps and the graph below shows the efficiencies of the 
positive displacement and centrifugal pumps. 
70% 
Mono Pump at 20 m head 
60% 
(j' 
c 50% Q) 
·u 
E w 40% .... 
Q) 
~ 30% 0 
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Figure 7: Comparison Between a Mono and a 
Centrifugal Pump at 20m Head2~ 
2 
Positive displacement pumps have the advantage that they 
are capable of operating efficiently over a wide speed 
range and this makes them highly suited to a solar 
application. This type of pump can be divided into the 
Helical screw type of Mono Pumps and the diaphragm type 
of the Solar Jack pump. 
Because of the wear and tear on the diaphragm of the 
Solar Jack pump, this pump is not considered to be as 
reliable as the Helical screw pump. The disadvantages of 
the Mono pump is that it operates with a drive shaft and 
it requires a high starting torque. The problem of high 
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starting torque can be overcome by storing energy in 
a capacitor24. 
The efficiency of the Mono pump is between 45% to 55% 
for heads of 25 and 35m, and 26% to 53% for a 55m 
head[Pulfrey cited by Gosnell]. From Appendix 1.2, 
the efficiency of the Solar Jack varies from 27% at a 
head of 30m to 30% at a head of 60m (this is the 
efficiency of the motor /pump combination) • The 
efficiency of the Mono motor and controller is around 
66% [Mono Pumps, SA] and if this value is used, the 
Mono system efficiency is between 18% and 37%. It is 
therefore difficult to draw conclusions as to the 
most efficient system, but from a reliability point 
of view, the Mono positive displacement pump has 
significant advantages over the diaphragm pump. 
2.3.2. Most Suitable Motor for Solar Ap_plication 
Apart from the large systems of Siemens and AEG, 
the permanent magnet DC motor is the predominant 
motor used for solar water pumping. This type of 
motor has the advantage of being both efficient (76% 
- 82%) and simple to control. 
The disadvantage of using a DC motor is that it has a 
high cost and it is not maintenance-free, as the 
brushes need periodic replacing. It is these factors 
that has led Kamper to investigate the feasibility of 
developing a permanent magnet brushless machine or, 
alternatively, a reluctance machine. 
The reason that induction motors have not been 
considered for small and medium systems is that 
manufacturers have not optimized the efficiency of 
these motors. It is these motors that form the 
workhorse of industry and they are usually connected 
to the ESCOM grid where power is cheap and the 
capital cost of the machine rather than its 
efficiency has been optimized. Small induction motors 
are being produced with efficiencies of between 60% 
and 72% for sizes ranging from 0.25 to 1 kW. 
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Apart from the low efficiency of the induction motor, 
because of its reliability and low cost, this would 
be an ideal motor to use for solar water pumping. It 
was with this in mind that GEC has developed an 
induction motor designed specifically for a solar 
water application. The motor is rated at 0.75 kW and. 
has an efficiency of 80%. This compares very 
favorably with the DC motor. In addition, DC motors 
cost around R2400, while the GEC motor costs only 
R675 (this price is likely to be reduced if more 
motors are required). This represents a significant 
cost saving with the system having the- potential of 
obtaining a similar efficiency to that of a DC 
system. 
It would appear that the diameter constraint of 
submersible induction motors does J;'lOt have a 
significant adverse effect ori the motor efficiency, 
as the Franklin induction motors have a similar 
efficiency to normal application motors. The Franklin 
motor is around 72% efficient. 
The induction motor system requires an inverter to 
run off the solar panels, and the cost of this should 
be similar to that of a DC-DC converter as required 
by a DC system. The high efficiency of inverters, as 
reported by AEG indicates that an inverter has 
comparable performance capabilites to that of a DC -
DC converter. It would therefore appear that despite 
the increased losses (iue to the power factor of the 
AC drive, the induction motor offers significant 
advanta<:1.es over the DC motor in terms of cost and 
reliability, while similar efficiencies are expected. 
The main components of the pumping system as used by 
this project are the solar panels, positive displacement 
pump, induction motor, three-phase inverter and 
microcontroller. The system is illustrated below and 





Figure 8: Induction Motor Driven Solar Pumping 
System 
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3.1. SOLAR PANELS USED FOR PROJECT 
For experimental purposes, seven 53 Wp panels were 
obtained. The manufacturer characteristic curves of 
these panels are shown in the figure below and 
information on these panels is included in Appendix 1.3. 
M55 IVCURVES 
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Figure 9: Panel Characteristics Supplied by Siemens 
In order to maximize the power delivery, the panels were 
mounted on a single axis array tracker. This is a stand 
alone unit and has not been incorporated in the rest of 
the system electronics. 
3.2. PUMP OPERATION AND CHARACTERISTICS 
The positive displacement pump used for this project 
can be used with a wide range of heads and power 
requirements. The pumps have been designed especially 
for solar application, where the power rating is lower 
than that for normal windmill pumps. In order to achieve 
a lower operating and starting torque, the seal on the 
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solar pumps is less tight and this causes a reduction in 
the efficiency of the pump. The pump characteristic 
curves in Appendix 1.2 also include curves for a 
windmill pump, and it can be seen' that because of the 
very high starting torque and operating power 
requirements these pumps are not suitable for a solar 
application. 
The pumps operate with the use of a helical screw in a 
rubber seal and is shown below. 
Figure 10: Mono Positive Displacement Rotor and 
Stator 
For the purposes of this project a pump model SW4L was 
obtained ~nd mounted in a closed circuit configuration 
so that the water was continually recycled. The head was 
simulated with a valve and measured with a pressure 
gauge. This does not exactly simulate a pumping system 
as the head is dependant on the pressure which in turn 
varies with the pump speed. Therefore, in order to 
simulate a particular head at different speeds, the 
valve needed continual adjustment. 
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3.3. INDUCTION MOTOR DESCRIPTION 
The motor is a 4-pole machine rated at 0.75 kW and 
has been designed to operate at llOv at a frequency of 
50Hz. The efficiency of the motor is 80% at full load. 
In order to predict the performance of the motor, it was 
mounted on bearings so that the torque could be 
measured. The motor was characterized at different 
voltages and supply frequencies and these curves are 
shown in Appendix 4.1. 
From the characterization curves, it can be seen that at 
lower supply voltages the peak of the efficiency curve 
drops slightly. This is predominantly due to the 
increase in the proportion of power that is lost due to 
windage losses. For this reason a system which uses this 
motor would not be suitable for very low power 
applications. 
3.4. INVERTER AND CONTROLLER DESCRIPTION 
The inverter is a fully ·controlled bridge which 
converts the panel DC voltage to three-phase AC by means 
of pulse width modulation. Low impedatice MOSFETs were 
used to minimize the inverter losses. 
The microcontroller both monitors the speed of the pump 
to operate the panels close to the peak power point and 
supplies the PWM signals to switch the inverter MOSFETs. 
The microcontroller that was chosen for the project is 
the 8031 from Intel. The device has sufficient speed to 
generate high resolution PWM signals and it can easily 
interface with other devices. A brief description of the 
8031 is included in Appendix 6. 
4.1. INVERTER DESIGN 
Low impedance power MOSFETs 
inverter design. MOSFETs can 
advantages over bipolar transistor 
were used in the 
offer significant 
designs because of 
their reduced drive power requirements and improved safe 
operating area25 . Another advantage of using MOSFETs is 
their ease of paralleling for a higher output power. 
Thus the system can be easily modified to operate on a 
larger system. 
4.1.1. Base Drive Circuit 
The main requirements of the base drive circuit are 
to provide an isolated signal to the gate and to switch 
the capacitive load of the gate at an acceptable speed. 
A circuit diagram of the base drive is shown in 
Appendix 5. 1. 
4.1.1.1. Switching of the Gate 
The rate of change of Vos and Io depend on the gate 
current, which determines how fast the device 
capacitances are charged and discharged. The MOSFET 
switching times can therefore be controlled by 
controlling the gate current supplied by the drive 
circuit. It is therefore advantageous for the base drive 
to have a high current pulse capability. 
A totem pole configuration provides a faster turn-off 
time than an open collector and can be realized either 
by using discrete transistors or an IC. Use of an IC 
offers the advantage that the device is modular and the 
components can therefore be arranged closer to minimize 
stray inductance. Switching of the gate was achieved 
with the use of the OS0026 IC which is a high speed 
,,, ..... 
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totem-pole driver capable of supplying high current 
pulses. 
4.1.1.2 Floating Power Supply 
The load of the upper MOSFETs in the bridge 
configuration is connected to the source of these 
devices. For these MOSFETs to be driven into saturation 
it is necessary for the gate drive circuit to be 
referenced to the source and not the ground. This can be 
achieved by means of optically coupled isolators, pulse 
transformers or a DC to DC chopper with transformer 
isolation. 
Pulse transformers can only transfer to the secondary 
the AC component of the input signal. Consequently, 
their output swings from negative to positive by an 
amount that changes with the duty cycle. Chopper 
circuits are expensive, complex and have a limited 
bandwidth. These two methods are therefore not suitable 
for a variable frequency drive system. 
Since only a small amount of power is required for the 
base drive, it is possible to develop a supply to the 
gate from the drain voltage26 . ~ 
When the lower MOSFET is switched on, the source 
voltage of the upper MOSFET is close to zero and Cs 
charges and is used to supply the upper base drive. This 
circuit will only operate effectively at low frequencies 
or high duty cycles and this makes it ideal for 
application in PWM systems. 
The PWM signal from the microcontroller is referenced to 
the source via an optocoupler. This also serves to 
protect the microcontroller from possible voltage surges 
caused by the power switching. It is for this reason 
that optocouplers were used on all six PWM signals. 
u 
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4.1.2. switching Aid Network 
Switching aid circuits are used to protect the 
Mosfets by improving their switching trajectory. Three 
types of circuits exist, namely . turn-off, turn-on and 
overvoltage snubbers. 
Turn-on snubbers are used only to reduce the power 
dissipated by the switching device during turn-on. These 
snubbers have been designed for use in transistor 
circuits and they operate by reducing the voltage across 
the switch as the voltage builds up. Generally Mosfets 
do not require turn-on snubbers because of their large 
peak current handling capability27 . 
Turn-off snubbers provide a means for reducing the 
losses during turn-off and an RCD snubber was used. 
Calculations for determining the component values of the 
snubber have been included in Appendix 5.1. 
The main objective of the turn-off snubber is to reduce 
the rate of rise of the applied voltage. Its effect as a 
surge voltage limiter is sma1128 . The presence of wiring 
r 
inductance results in the generation of surge voltages 
which can be reduced by a protection network which 
behaves similarly to a zener diode. It was not necessary 
to implement such a snubber as the IRFP250 MOSFET has a 
built in zener diode to clamp such overvoltages. In 
order to limit voltage surges, the component layout was 
arranged in such a way as to provide for the shortest 
routes possible to minimize stray inductance. 
4.2. MICROCONTROLLER DESIGN 
The 8031 microcontroller from Intel proved to be 
well suited for the application of both generating the 
PWM signals and controlling the speed of the motor. The 
hardware structure of the device provides for easy 
external interfacing and it has sufficient speed to 
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provide both an acceptable PWM resolution and a fast 
response for the control function. 
The dual functions of controlling the motor and 
generating the PWM were simplified because the device 
has two on-board timers and no external timing 
interrupts were required. One timer was used to output 
the PWM at the required frequency, while the other 
determined the sampling period for the controller. 
A circuit using the 8031 with ROM, RAM and an ADC was 
designed and implemented. The complete circuit diagram 
and the PC board layout is shown in Appendix 5.2. 
4.2.1. Allocation of Memory Space 
The 8031 interfaces with program memory (ROM) and 
data memory (RAM) differently. To access Program Memory 
the PSEN .line is used, while to access Data Memory the 
RD and WR lines are used. Program Memory consists of 
both program instructions and tables of constants. Data 
Memory comprises RAM and the multiplexed ADC. The 














Figure 11: Allocation of Memory Space 
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4.2.2. Interfacing with ROM 
The circuit was designed to interface with 8 kilo-
bytes of ROM and is shown below. 
A7 ROM 
LOU ORDER . DATA ADDRESS . 27€.4 
BUS BUS 
A0 
P2.4 A12 /OE 
P2.3 A11 /PSE 




Figure 12: Interfacing with ROM 
4.2.3. Interfacing with RAM 
Although the 8031 has 128 bytes of RAM as part of 
its architecture, this was not sufficient and 
2 kilobytes of external RAM were added to this. 
A7 RAM 
LOU ORDER . DATA 
ADDRESS . 6116 
BUS BUS 
A0 





Figure 13: Interfacing with RAM 
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4.2.4. Interfacing With the ADC 
The ADC is used to monitor any externa 1 variables 
that are required for the control process. For this 
purpose, the ADC0809 converter made by National 
Semiconductors was ideal as it is an 8-bit converter 
which multiplexes 8 channels. The maximum clock 
frequency of the ADC is 1280 kHz and this is obtained 
from the output clock of the 8031. The ADC was clocked 
at 625 kHz by dividing the output clock frequency of the 
8031 with the use of D-type flip-flops. 
The device receives the address of the signal to be 
multiplexed on the system data bus and interfacing with 
the device is shown below. 
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Figure 14: Interfacing with the ADC 
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The 8031 reads data from and writes data to the ADC as 
if it were accessing RAM. To read in a value from a 
particular channel, the following procedure is followed: 
- The 8031 places the address of the required channel on 
the data bus and writes it to the ADC. 
- Combinational logic is provided such that when bit 3 
of Port 2 goes high (ie the ADC is addressed) and the 
/WR line of the 8031 goes low, the address to the ADC 
is latched and the conversion is started. 
- Once the conversion has been started, the 8031 waits 
until the EOC line of the ADC goes high. 
- After the EOC line has gone high, data can be read in 
from the ADC. To achieve this, the ADC is addressed 
(bit 3 of Port 2 goes high) in a read instruction. 
Combinational logic is provided such that when the /RD 
line goes low and bit 3 of Port 2 goes high, the 
output of the ADC is enabled. The converted signal is 
then read in via the data bus to the 8031. 
4.2.5. watchdog Circuit 
In order to ensure that the microcontroller resets 
properly, a watchdog circuit was designed which resets 
the 8031 when a pulse at its input is discontinued. Such 
a pulse could be received either from the output of one 
of the PWM signals from the 8031 or from a pulse in the 
speed measuring circuit. Receiving the pulse from the 
speed measuring circuit is a more robust form of control 
and works on the principle that if the motor stalls the 
controller is reset. 
The watchdog was implemented using a 555 timer IC and 
the circuit diagram is shown with the controller circuit 
in Appendix 5.2. 
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4.3. SPEED MONITORING CIRCUIT 
The speed was monitored by an optical sensor mounted 
on the motor and the circuit diagram is shown in 
Appendix 5.2. The pulses received from the sensor were 
converted to an analogue signal by means of an LM331 
configured as a frequency to voltage converter. The 
signal was then filtered and used as an input to the 
ADC. The circuit has been designed to monitor the speed 
in the range from 150 to 2500 Rpm. 
The op-amp used to filter the signal from the .LM331 is 
the CA7140, which is capable of delivering an output 
signal very close to ground and this eliminates the need 
for a negative rail. 
4.4. DC-DC CONVERTER DESIGN 
The combined current requirement of the 
microcontroller and inverter amounts to 200mA. This 
supply can be obtained either by tapping off from two 
panels or by using the full panel voltage. Tapping off 
from two panels is not a desirable solution as this has 
a similar effect as selective shading of the array. This 
method will adversely affect the performance of all the 
panels as they are connected in series. Another 
disadvantage of tapping off two panels is that the 
voltage of these two will collapse before the others in 
the event of a disturbance to the panels and this could 
cause problems with the controller power supply. 
It is therefore necessary to use the full array voltage 
in providing the power supply for the control circuitry. 
A current of 200mA from an 85v supply represents a loss 
of 17W where only 3W are being used effectively. Clearly 
therefore, it would be advantageous if a DC-DC converter 
were to be used in supplying this power. 
Low power DC-DC converters are commercially available 
and have an efficiency of around 50%. The specifications 
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for converters available from a local supplier are 
included in Appendix 1.1. After some investigation it 
was found that commercially available converters do not 
have an input voltage rating capable of running off a 
multi-panel solar array. For this reason it was 
necessary to design a DC-DC converter capable of running 
off a 150v supply to cater for worst case open-circuit 
conditions. 
The TL494 switchmode PWM control circuit by Motorola was 
used in implementing a DC-DC converter. The TL494 is a 
fixed frequency control circuit which has been designed 
for switchmode power supply control .. The device operates 
at a maximum supply .volta'ge of 40v and therefore a 
separate supply was necessary for the IC. A supply 
current of lOmA was required and this was obtained via a 
Darlington and zener diode configuration. The circuit 
diagram for the converter is shown in Appendix 5.3. 
The efficiency of the converter was found to be 55% and 
this compares favourably with commercially available 
converters. The efficiency is low because the power to 
the TL494 is obtained from the high array voltage. By 
using the DC-DC converter, a power reduction of 11. 5W 
was achieved and hence. only 5. 4 5W were lost to the 
control circuitry. 
4.5. ARRAY TRACKING DESIGN 
• 
A single axis array tracker was designed to maximize 
the panel delivery. It is estimated that the tracker 
will cost around R400 and an estimated 20% to the panel 
output could be achieved29 . Since panels cost around 
RlOOO each, the use of an array tracker would improve 
the panel delivery without increasing the cost of the 
system proportional to the saving. 
With the help of J. Roeber, University of Cape Town, a 
tracking system was realized by using two photocells on 
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either side of a pointer which was mounted 
perpendicularly to the panels. The system works on the 
principle that when either of the photocells is 
obstructed from the sun, a high torque DC motor is used 
to turn the array until the intensity level of the two 
cells is the same. Logic is provided to reset the panels 
at the end of each day and to charge the battery from 
which the motor obtains its power. The circuit diagram 
of the array tracker is shown in Appendix 5.4. 
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It is widely recognized that PWM inverters off er a 
number of advantages over other converter techniques. 
These advantages are usually gained at the expense of 
more complex control configurations, but with the use of 
a microprocessor the task is made simpler. 
This chapter discusses the different types of PWM 
strategies employed and the software implementation of 
the PWM is then described. 
5.1. CHOICE OF PWM STRATEGY 
Present-day 
classified as 






calculated programmed PWM schemes. These two methods are 
briefly discussed and the most suitable method is then 
chosen to be implemented by the software. 
5.1.1. Carrier Modulated Sine PWM 
carrier modulated sine PWM can be divided into 
natural. and regular sampling. N.atural sampling has been 
most widely used because of its ease of implementation 
using analogue techniques. This mode of sampling is 
obtained by comparing a triangular carrier wave signal 
directly with a sinusoidal modulating wave to determine 
the switching instants, and therefore the resulting 
pulse widths. This method is illustrated in figure 15. 
, 
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Figure 15: Implementation of Natural Sampled PWM 
Regular sampled PWM has been designed for implementation 
for digital or microprocessor techniques. In this mode 
of control, the amplitude of the modulating signal is 
stored by a sample-and-hold circuit and is maintained at 
a constant level during the intersample period until the 
next sample is taken. This method is illustrated in 
figure 16. 
i i 
Figure 16: Implementation of Regular sampled PWM31 
\ 
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5.1.2. Programmed PWM Techniques 
Programmed PWM techniques optimize a particular 
objective function such as to obtain minimum losses and 
reduced torque pulsations by selective minimization of 
harmonics. These methods are considered to be the most 
effective means of obtaining high performance results. 
Programmed PWM's exhibit several distinct advantages in 
comparison to the conventional carrier-modulated sine 
PWM schemes and these are listed below: 
1) With programmed techniques, a reduction of about 50% 
in switching frequency is achieved and this represents 
a reduction in the switching losses of the inverter. 
2) Higher voltage gain due to overmodulation is possible 
with programmed techniques. 
3) Because of the low current ripple obtained with 
programmed techniques, a smaller DC link filter can be 
used. 
4) Programmed elimination of low-order harmonics causes 
no harmonic interference with line filtering networks 
typically employed in inverter power supplies 
The disadvantage of using programmed techniques is that 
each technique is associated the difficult task of 
computing specific PWM switching instants to optimize a 
particular objective function. This difficulty is 
especially encountered at a lower output frequency range 
due to the necessity of a large number of switching 
instants32 . Zuckerberger33 describes an 8085 micro-
computer controlled three-phase inverter which operates 
in the 1-45 Hz interval with the 5th, 7th and 11th 
harmonics eliminated. Tables have been provided which 
include elimination up to and including the 13th 
harmonic. 
Since the inverter is required to operate efficiently 
even at low frequencies, it was decided to use tables 
for the generation of the PWM signals. This ensures 
flexibility in implementing either sinusoidal or 




PWM. At higher frequencies, the 
PWM would enable the inverter to 
because the switching frequency 
could be minimized. At lower frequencies, sinusoidal 
modulation could yield a better performance because a 
reduction in the higher order harmonics could be 
achieved. 
By using the programmed tables in Appendix 7.3, 
elimination of the 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th harmonics was 
obtained. Tables for sinusoidal modulation were 
generated by a True Basic program which is also included 
in Appendix 7.3. 
5.2. MICROCONTROLLER SOFTWARE STRUCTURE 
The software structure of the controller operates 
with the use of the two on-board 8031 timers. A brief 
description of the operation of the 8031 has been 
included in Appendix 6. Timer 1 is used to determine at 
which voltage and frequency to operate (controller 
function) and to provide a sequence of bytes in RAM for 
timer o to access. The sequence in RAM comprises the six 
signals to control the six MOSFETs. For frequencies 
ranging from 0-40Hz a full cycle consists of 256 bytes, 
while for the frequency range of 40 - 80Hz, 256 bytes 
represents two full cycles. High frequency is obtained 
at the expense of resolution, but this only occurs at a 
high modulation index where good resolution is not 
required. 
Timer o is responsible for accessing the table that has 
been set up in RAM and sequentially writing these values 
to the output port at the required speed. The basic 
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SOFTWARE STRUCTURE: TIMER OPERATION 
ROM: Contains ratios RAM: 
for 1/4 cycle CONTENTS 
PHASES: ABC ABC 
eg ADDR:0300H: 2 
ADDR: 0000H 3 011100B 
n 
1 010101B 
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Figure 17: Software structure for Microcontroller 
It is necessary that timer o has the highest priority as 
its speed must be fixed in order to obtain a uniform 
output. The 8031 architecture provides for two priority 
levels, but a third level can be simulated with 
software . The controller function is responsible for 
reading in any external variables and this occurs while 
timer 1 is being serviced. Since reading an external 
variable involves receiving an external interr~pt, it is 
necessary to create a third priority level .. The external 
interrupt therefore has the second priority .and timer 1 
has the third priority. The third priority level is 
established in the service routine INTRPT which is shown 
in Appendix 7.1. 
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5.3. GENERATION OF PWM 
Software operation to generate the required PWM has been 
described by means of flow diagrams and the program 
software is included in Appendix 7.1. 
5.3.1. Operation of Timer 1 Service Routine 
The operation of timer 1, which is responsible for 
genera~ing the PWM is illustrated below. 






Figure 18: .Timer 1 Service Routine 
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subroutines. These routines load register R7 with a 
number which provides the address of the new frequency 
and corresponding voltage. The frequency constitutes two 
bytes which are loaded into the 16-bit timer speed 
setting of timer O, while the voltage setting contains 
the start address of the voltage table to be accessed. 
The subroutine SETVLT loads DPTR with the start address 
of the voltage table and the subroutine RESUME switches 
timer O to the new speed of operation. TABLE is used to 
convert the voltage table into the three-phase sequence 
in RAM. 
Because timer 1 has two modes of operation for high and 
low frequencies (above and below 40 Hz), it is necessary 
to ensure a smooth transition from one mode to another. 
Such a transition is detected by the subroutine SWOVER 
and when it occurs the flag SWITCH is set. When a new 
voltage table is being implemented, a sequence is 
written to RAM over the existing sequence. This occurs 
while timer O is continually accessing the sequence. 
When the new frequency is in the same mode as the old 
frequency this is acceptable as the voltage simply 
changes slightly. However, when the frequency changes 
modes a phase shift could occur that could damage the 
inverter. This phase shift arises due to the fact that a 
different number of bytes is required to represent a 
full cycle for the two modes and such an occurrence is 
illustrated in the following figure. 
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Figure 19: Phase Shift due to Changing Modes 
In order to prevent such a phase shift occurring, it is 
necessary when changing modes to create a new table 
instead of overwriting the existing table. When the two 
tables are in phase, synchronous switching can occur and 
a smooth transition is ensured. The subroutine WAITSW 
sets the bit READY when timer O passes through the start 
of the table. This indicates to timer O that it must now 
access the second table in RAM. Immediately after READY 
is set, the speed of timer O is adjusted in the 
subroutine RESUME. 
5.3.2. Creating a·Three-Phase Table in RAM 
The subroutine TABLE converts the PWM ratios stored 
in ROM into the three-phase sequence in RAM. This is 
done in three stages and are as follows: 
1) The PWM ratios of the relevant voltage table are 
transferred to internal RAM (subroutine READBL). There 
can be between 1 and 32 ratios to represent a quarter 
cycle and the end of the table is indicated by the 
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number FFH. The sum of these ratios must equal 64 or 
32, depending on the mode of operation. 
2) A single-phase sequence is generated in external RAM 
(subroutine SNGSEQ). The start address of this table 
is 0200H and it requires 256 bytes. If operation is in 
the high frequency mode, these 256 bytes represent two 
cycles. 
3) By providing the single-phase table with the necessary 
offset, a three-phase table is generated (subroutine 
THRSEQ). The start address of this table is OOOOH at 
frequencies below 40Hz and OlOOH for frequencies above 
40Hz. In each case this table also requires 256 bytes. 
The above subroutines have been illustrated with the use 
of the following flow diagrams: 
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Figure 20: Reading in Voltage Table from ROM 
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Figure 21: Generating Single-Phase Sequence in RAM 
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END Of THRSEQ 
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F igc1:c.·e 2 2: Genera ting Three-Phase Sequence in R:z'\M 
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5.3.3. Operation of Timer o Service Routine 
Timer o accesses the required three-phase sequence 
in RAM and writes it to the output port. If .the bit 
SWITCH is set and the pointer is at the start of the 
sequence, the address of the sequence to be accessed is 
alternated. Another function of this service routine is 
to provide an overlap for the MOSFETs if a transition in 
one of the phases occurs. The operation of timer o is 
illustrated in the flow diagram below. 
TIMER 9 SERUICE ROUTIHE : OUTPUT OF Nf SI~LS 
UPDATE HEii FREQ 
<i.e adJust speed 
of t1Mer0) 







TO POINT TO 
NEXT LOCATION 
READ IN NEXT 
BYTE TO BE OUTPUT 
FROM ADDRESS 
SUPPLIED BY POINTER 
LOGICAL AND 





EHD I HTERRUPT 
Figure 23: Operation of Timer C Service Routine 
~ - -~. "~ . , - - - - ' 
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5.3.4. Software Optimization of Starting Torque 
The high starting torque of the pump was overcome by 
using the energy from the DC-link capacitors. The 


















Figure 24: Routine to Overcome Starting Torque 
When the controller senses that the motor is not 
turning, the inverter is switched off to allow the 
capacitors to charge up. After a set time, the watchdog 
circuit reboots the controller and a large current pulse 
is obtained to start the motor. By experimentation at 
different frequencies, a pump torque of 1 Nm could be 
sustained with a DC current of O. 7 4A. Hence, from the 
panel characteristic curves, the pump will be able to 
start at an irrandiance level of around 175 W/m2 • 
; ......................................................................................................................................................................... ... 1::::::::T::::::::::::::::::==============================::::::===============:=================================:1========================::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::ml mm:mmm:::::mmm::~mmm11t1::i:rcmK<>mmti::llli~mltr.Clll::~Vi8lllmmmm::::mm~:::mm: 
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In order to optimize the performance of the motor, 
it is necessary to operate at maximum efficiency over 
the full frequency range. The machine must be run 
efficiently even at low frequencies so that the motor 
speed and hence water de:)..i~er-¥-can be maximized at all 
. \. . ------ . -----------.: __ 
ir*adiance levels. 
~~------~--
In most applications of variable speed drives, a linear 
voltage versus frequency curve is followed. This ensures 
a constant airgap flux which prevents saturation and 
.avoids damage to the motor. The motor is usually used at 
its full capacity and hence the voltage frequency curve 
passes through the point at rated voltage and frequency. 
The limitation of implementing such a curve is that 
below rated frequency the efficiency is. not maximized. 
This is mainly due to the fact that the motor is being 
run close to saturation and if the supply voltage were 
to be increased above the constant flux line, any 
theoretical improvements to the efficiency would be 
off set by losses due to saturation. - However, if the 
motor is oversized, considerable flexibility can be 
achieved by implementing a voltage frequency curve that 
ensures maximal efficiency over a wide frequency range. 
This is due to the fact that at rated frequency the 
supply voltage is less than rated voltage and hence the 
motor does not operate close to saturation. 
6.1. DERIVATION OF MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY CURVE 
In deriving the maximum efficiency curve, it is 
assumed that the slip is small and hence approximations 
have been made to the equivalent circuit. The circuit 
used in the derivation is shown in figure 1. Although 
this circuit· would be unacceptable in predicting the 
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motor performance accurately, it is only being used to 
predict the voltage at which maximum efficiency occurs. 
APPROXIMATE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
Figure 25: Approximate Equivalent Circuit for Best 
Efficiency Derivation 
From the above circuit, the following equations are 
given34 : 
sV 
I2mod = ----- [1] 
T = ----- [2] 
1/2.sws x [x1+x2) 2 + (r1+r2/s) 2 ] 
Since the slip is assumed to be small, the secondary 
current can be simplified to: 
sV 
I2mod = ----- [3] 
and hence 
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T = ----- (4] 
Before Eqn's 3 and 4 can be implemented, it is necessary 
to verify the above assumption for a small motor. 
Parameters obtained from a test motor35 rated at 200v 
and o.75 kW were used to compare current values 
according to Eqn's 1 and 3. 
At rated frequency(50Hz), the parameters were given as 
r 1 = 2.89; x 1 = 1.91; r2 = 2.14; x2 = 2.325; rm= 135.5; 
Xm = 48 .14 7. At rated voltage and for a slip of o. 05, 
Eqn 1 gives the current as I2mod = 2.685A, while Eqn 3 
gives the current as I2mod = 2.698A. 
The parameters were also given at half rated frequency 
and these were: r 1 = 2.89; x1 = 0.955; r2 = 2.14; x2 = 
1.1625; rm =106.957; Xm = 22.305. In this case, at half 
rated voltage, Eqn 1 gives I2mod = 1.347A, while Eqn 3 
gives I2mod = l.349A. Clearly, therefore, the above 
approximation for the secondary current is valid for 
small values of slip over a wide frequency range. Eqn's 
3 and 4 can now be used to determine the efficiency of 
the motor. 
Efficiency is given by: 
Pout 
E. = 
Pout + P1ost 
= ----- (5] 
By differentiating the efficiency with respect to slip, 
a local maximum is obtained: 




and s = 
-r22 + r2[r22 + Rm(r1 + r2)]~ 
Rm(r1 + r2) 
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----- [6] 
Subs ti tut ion of eqn. 6 into eqn. 4 gives the optimum 
efficiency curve for voltage as a function of frequency: 
v = r 
As can be seen from the above equation, the supply 
voltage is proportional to the square root of the 
operating frequency. It should be noted, however, that 
the circuit parameters are frequency dependent and hence 
it is necessary to estimate the effect of frequency on 
the equivalent circuit before the above relationship can 
be evaluated. 
6.2. DERIVATION OF EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT PARAMETERS 
In order to predict the performance of the motor, 
the equivalent circuit was found for both fundamental 
and harmonic frequencies. 
6.2.1. calculation of Fundamental Circuit Parameters 
The motor performance was evaluated with the use of 
the equivalent circuit shown below. A method which uses 
the blocked rotor and no-load tests at rated and half-
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rated frequency has been used to evaluate ~he variation 
in parameters with the fundamental frequency 36 . 
The no-load tests were conducted at both rated voltage 
and at a voltage which was close to the expected 
operating voltage for the system. Because of magnetic 
saturation, the two tests yielded slightly different 
results and it was therefore decided to use the lower 
voltage. similarly the blocked rotor tests were done at 
a current similar to that expected during normal 
operation and not at the rated current of the motor. The 
blocked rotor and no-load tests have been included in 
Appendix 4.3. 
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENC~ EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
Figure 26: Equivalent Circuit to Predict Motor 
Performance 
6.2.1.1. Calculation of rl.L.!:2~1 and 12 
For a conductor of circular cross section with its 
diameter d < 2inm, the skin effect is negligible and r 1 
is constant37 . The values of the secondary circuit 
parameters change considerably due to skin effect38 and 
12 and r2 are obtained by extrapolation as shown in 
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Figure· 27. These values were found by using the 
blocked rotor tests and are shown below. Since the 
tests have not been done for double-cage or deep-bar 
rotors, it was not necessary to conduct the tests at 
slip frequency. 
r 1 = 0.737; Temperature corrected DC 
resistance 
11 = 3.251 mH; Found by assuming that at rated 
frequency 11 = 12 
r 2n = 0.500; 1 2n = 3.521 mH; rated frequency 
r 2n'= 0.363; 
frequency 
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Figure 27: Secondary Resistance and Secondary 
Leakage Inductance for Operating 
Frequency Range 
From the values obtained above, the secondary 
resistance and leakage inductance are given by: 
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12 = 4.599 - 0.02696f mH; 
r2 = 0.226 + 0.00548f ohms. 
6.2.1.2. Calculation of Magnetizing Reactance 
Since the supply voltage is below rated voltage, the 
effect of magnetic saturation in the exciting inductance 
has been neglected and hence this value is constant39 • 
The magnetizing inductance was found from the no-load 
tests and results were obtained at 25 and 50 Hz to give 
Lm25 = 0.0537H and Lm5o = 0.054H. Clearly the assumption 
that the magnetizing inductance is constant is valid and 
the average value was taken to give Lm = 0.0539H. 
6.2.1.3. Calculation of Mechanical Losses 
Friction and windage losses can be predicted by 
[8] 
where Km and z are constants. The mechanical losses at 
rated and half-rated frequency were obtained from the 
no-load curves and substituted into the above equation 
to give 
z = 1.24 and Km = 0.1094. 
For the purposes of determining the. mechanical losses 
the dependance of the circuit parameters on frequency 
have been neglected in determining the slip. The slip 
was determined according to eqn .. 6 at rated frequency 
and expected load. This yielded s = 0.022 and hence 
Wm = 0 .106fl. 24 
6.2.1.4. Calculation of Iron Losses 
The iron losses can be divided into hysteresis and eddy 
current losses, where 
We = Wh + We 
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(9) 
The dependance of mutual flux on the induced emf is 
given by 
and the assumption that Vl = 4.44km1fn~ is valid except 
for very low frequencies 40 . For a constant voltage 
versus frequency relationship, this would mean that 
constant flux would be maintained. However, the maximum 
efficiency curve best approximates a square root curve 
of voltage versus frequency and hence 
v = k/I' ; {>=k'//T 
where k,k' are constants 
Using the above relationship of flux to frequency and 
eqn. 9, the iron losses can be calculated as follows: 
We = kh' + ke'f, [10) 
From the no-load test, Pin = 3Io2r 1 + We + Wm. 
We can thus be calculated from the results at rated and 
half-rated frequency to give: 
We = 5.585 + 0.131f 
6.2.1.5. Calculation of Iron and Mechanical Loss 
Resistance 
Since the voltage frequency curve has been calculated in 
terms of the circuit parameters and the dependance of r 2 
on frequency is known, the mechanical and iron losses 
can be taken into account by Rem· 
By combining eqn's 8 and 10, the power dissipated by Rem 
is given by: 
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WRcm = We + Wm 
------- (11] 
The iron and mechanical loss resistance is given by: 
Rem = ----- [12] 
In order to calculate the iron and magnetic loss 
resistance, it is necessary to determine the no-load 
current as a function of frequency. In determining the 
no-load current, it was necessary to assume that this 
current is primarily determined by the magnetizing 
impedance and that the supply voltage follows a square 
root curve with respect to frequency. 
Using the above assumptions the no-load current is given 
by: 
------- [13] 
Since the no-load tests were conducted with the supply 
voltage following a square root curve, the accuracy of 
the above equation can be assessed: 
At a frequency of 50 Hz the no-load current was measured 
to be 1.9A and this yielded k 0 = 13.44. At 25 Hz the no-
load current was 2. 75A and this yielded k 0 = 13. 75. 
Clearly the equation 13 is a good approximation in 
determining I 0 • 
By combining equations 11,12 and 13, the iron and 
mechanical loss resistance is given by: 
It should be noted that because a fixed voltage 
frequency relationship has been assumed, this value of 
Rem has been estimated only in terms of the frequency. 
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For changes in the supply voltage, as would occur for 
different load torques, this value will not predict 
constant losses accurately. Hence for lower torques, the 
equivalent circuit will predict a slightly higher 
efficiency than that found experimentally. However, 
within the operating range of torques, a fairly accurate 
prediction of the motor performance is obtained. 
6.2.2 Harmonic Frequency Equivalent Circuit 
The harmonic equivalent circuit of an induction 
motor under normal operating conditions can be 
represented by an equivalent circuit similar to that of 
the locked-rotor equivalent circuit41 . 
HARMONIC EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
j1dlll 
Figure 28: Harmonic Frequency Equivalent Circuit 
The primary resistance and leakage reactance is assumed 
to be constant and therefore riv = ri and 11v = 11. The 
secondary resistance can be expressed approximately as a 
linear function of the frequency and is given by 
r2v = afv + b, where a and b have already been 
determined from the fundamental equivalent circuit. 
The secondary leakage inductance has a linear function 
of frequency in the logarithmic domain and therefore 12v 
can be expressed by the power function of the harmonic 
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frequency42 . 12v is determined from the blocked rotor 
tests at 25 arid SOHz a follows: 




From the blocked rotor test results and solving the 
above equations, 12v is given by: 
12v = 6.507fv-0.157 
6.3. EVALUATION OF MOTOR PERFORMANCE 
Before the motor performance can be evaluated, it is 
necessary to determine the accuracy of the derived 
optimum voltage frequency curve. The experimental 
efficiency of the motor is compared with the 
theoretically predicted efficiency and the effects of 
oversizing the motor are also discussed. 
6.3.1. Evaluation of Optimum Voltage Frequency curve 
In this section the optimum voltage frequency curve 
is evaluated against the equivalent circuit and the 
effectiveness of implementing such a curve in a 
production environment is discussed. 
6.3.1.1. Evaluation of Approximated Equivalent 
Circuit Derivation 
Since r2(f) and Rcm(f) are known, the curve for optimum 
efficiency can be obtained by substituting these values 
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into eqn 7. The following graph shows the derived 
optimum voltage frequency curve for different torques. 
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Figure 29: Derived Optimum Voltage Frequency Curve 
for Different Torques 
since only an approximate circuit was used to obtain the 
above curves, it is necessary to verify these 
relationships against the unsimplified equivalent 
circuit. This circuit was simulated with the use of a 
MATHSCAD program includeq in Appendix 4. 2. The motor 
efficiency was predicted for different values of voltage 
.and frequency in order to find the optimum voltage for a 
torque of lNm. The efficiency at different frequencies 
of the derived curve was also obtained with the 
unsimplified equivalent circuit. The graph below shows 
the derived and unsimplified circuit best voltage 
frequency curves with the corresponding calculated 
efficiencies. 
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Evaluation of Optimized Curve 
(T = 1 Nm) 
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Figure 30: Voltage and Efficiency as a Function of 
Frequency for Derived and Exact Circuit 
Optimum Performance 
As can be seen from the above graph, there is a good 
correlation between the two voltage frequency curves. 
Deviations between the two curves are due to the effects 
of the circuit inductances. At higher frequencies the 
series winding leakage inductance has a higher 
impedance, while at ·low frequencies the parallel 
magnetizing impedance begins to have an influence on the 
efficiency. These deviations at high and low frequencies 
do not have a significant effect on the motor efficiency 
and therefore the derived best efficiency curve can 
implemented in the microcontroller software for the 
required torque. 
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6.3.1.2. Effect of Mismatching on Motor Performance 
The voltage frequency curve has been derived to optimize 
the motor performance at a particular torque and supply 
voltage. In a production environment these variables are 
likely to vary and hence the performance of the motor 
will be affected. 
The torque of a pumping system varies directly with the 
head and this will fluctuate seasonally. The graph below 
shows the effect of changing torque around the designed 
value (0.85 Nm) on the motor efficiency. Clearly the 
efficiency of the motor has an inelastic relationship to 
the torque and the system will still operate efficiently 
despite fairly large changes in torque. 
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The panel voltage changes due to temperature and 
irradiance level and these changes also affect the motor 
performance. The sensitivity of the motor due to changes 
in voltage is shown below, with markers showing the 
efficiency at 20% from the optimum voltage. Even with 
such a large voltage deviation the efficiency of the 
motor is maintained to within 3% from its maximum. 
Efficiency vs Voltage 
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6.3.2. Experimental Evaluation of Motor Performance 
The efficiency of the motor was measured 
experimentally at a fixed torque and these results were 
compared with the predicted efficiency from the 
equivalent circuit. 
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Figure 33: Experimental and Theoretical Motor 





From the above graph it can be seen that the 
experimental efficiency is slightly lower than the 
calculated efficiency. This is due to the fact that the 
motor has been lightly loaded and because of the low 
supply voltage, the losses of Rem have not been 
adequately estimated. Despite this, the two graphs are 
very similar in shape and this indicates that the 
frequency dependance of the circuit parameters has been 
correctly estimated. 
6.3.3. Effects of oversizing the Induction Motor 
The graphs below 
characteristics at rated 
at which the efficiency 
torque. The curves were 
show plots of the motor 
voltage and at a lower voltage 
is maximized for a particular 
obtained from the equivalent 
circuit for which the parameters were determined 
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separately at rated voltage and current and lower 
voltage and current. The motor curves are therefore 
shown at rated output and at a typical power output. 
Performance at Rated Voltage 
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Figure 34: Motor Characteristics at Rated Frequency 
and Voltage (V=63.5v1n) 
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Figure 35: Motor Characteristics at Rated Frequency 
and Below Rated Voltage (V=32vln) 
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From the graphs, the efficiency of the motor is 
virtually the same in both cases. The power factors at 
the operating points of the two curves are similar and 
this means that the inverter losses will not increase 
due to oversizing. 
From the motor curves in Appendix 4.1, the motor 
efficiency at very light loads tends to decrease. This 
is to be expected due to the increased effect of 
constant losses on the motor performance. A limit 
therefore exists to the extent the motor can be 
oversized while maintaining an acceptable efficiency 
level. For ratings down to around 150W, the motor 
efficiency is still acceptable and hence the motor is 
suitable for a large power range. 
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For the system to operate efficiently the 
inverter performance must be optimized over a wide 
frequency range. The inverter losses are classified 
as the losses which have been introduced by the 
inverter and these have been divided into harmonic, 
switching, conduction, and control circuit losses. In 
this chapter the different losses are estimated and 
combined to form the total inverter losses. 
7.1. ASSESSMENT OF PWM HARMONIC LOSSES 
Both sinusoidal and harmonic elimination PWM 
techniques were implemented and the two methods were 
compared to determine which would yield the highest 
efficiency. For the harmonic elimination method, the 
effectiveness of the microcontroller in eliminating 
the required harmonics was evaluated by obtaining 
harmonic traces of the output voltage at 20, 35 and 
SOHz. These traces have been included in Appendix 8. 
From the graphs in the appendix, it can be seen that 
the 5th, 7th, l.lth and 13th harmonics have been 
successfully eliminated subject to small rounding 
errors. 
In order to assess the harmonic losses caused by the 
inverter, the current waveform was decomposeq into 
its fourier elements. These elements were used as 
inputs to the harmonic equivalent circuit and the 
losses were predicted. The losses for both sinusoidal 
PWM and programmed harmonic elimination PWM were 
examined and comparisons were drawn between the two 
methods. In the figures below, the losses at 
different frequencies for harmonic and sinusoidal PWM 
are shown. The current harmonic spectrum has been 
included in Appendix a. 
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Figure 36: Harmonic Losses at 20 Hz 
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Figure 37: Harmonic Losses at 35 Hz 
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Harmonic Power Loss at 50 Hz 
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Figure 38: Harmonic Losses at 50 Hz 
The total harmonic losses of each method were obtained 
and are shown below: 
HARMONIC LOSSES Harm Elim Sine Mod 
-
Frequency = 20. Hz: 24.9 w 16.3 
Frequency = 35 Hz: 23.1 w 15.2 
Frequency = 50 Hz: 12.7 w 4.6 
Figure 39: Table of Harmonic Losses for Sine and 




As can be seen from .the above table, sinusoidal 
modulation has an advantage over the harmonic 
elimination method· in reducing the total harmonic 
losses. Th~s is due to the fact that harmonics above the 
13th have a significant influence on the total losses. 
In order to fully assess the optimum method for the 
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generation of the PWM signals, it is necessary to 
take into account the switching losses caused by the 
two methods. 
\ 
7.2. ASSESSMENT OF SWITCHING LOSSES 
The switching losses have been estimated by the 
method set out in the Hexfet Designers Manual which 
has been included in Appendix 1.4. Only turn-on 
losses have been considered as turn-off losses are 
small compared to the conduction and diode recovery 
losses found during turn-on43 . The turn-on waveforms 
of the MOSFETs are shown below and it these waveforms 
that have been used to predict the switching losses. 
A description of these waveforms is given in Appendix 
1.4. 
40a) Voltage and Current Trace of Upper MOSFET 
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40b) Voltage and Current Trace of Lower MOSFET 
Figure 40: Inverter Turn-on Switching Waveforms. 
For the switching losses to be calculated at 
different supply frequencies , the panel voltage and 
AC line current must be known. The panel voltage is 
constant due to the array characteristics and it was 
also found that for a torque of 1 Nm the line current 
remained within the limits of 2. 7 to 3 Arms over a 
wide range of frequencies. Hence both voltage and 
line current could be assumed constant when 
determining the switching losses. From the switching 
waveform, the peak current was found to be 7.4A. This 
is larger than the RMS current because of distortion 
caused because the inverter current is not purely 
sinusoidal. In order to determine the switching 
losses, the current switching waveform has been 
approximated by the diagram shown below. 
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Figure 41: Linearized Current Switching Waveform 
From Appendix 1.4, the total commutation energy loss may 
be expressed as 
E = Vdc(Areal + Area2) 
= Vdc(~b1h1 + ~b2h2) 
= 1.19·10-3 J 
The switching losses are 
Psw = 3·fs•l.19•10-3 w, where 
frequency. Power dissipated by 
therefore given by 
fs is the switching 
the snubber circuit has 
been neglected in determining the switching losses 
because the tests were conducted only with small snubber 
capacitors and these had a negligible effect on the 
system losses. The switching losses were obtained at 
frequencies of 20, 35 and 50 Hz in order to compare the 
two methods of generating PWM. 
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SWITCHING LOSSES Harm Elim Sine.Mod 
Frequency = 20 Hz: 1.4 w 6.5 w 
Frequency = 35 Hz: 2.5 w 7.5 w 
Frequency = 50 Hz: 3.6 w 5 w 
Figure 42: switching losses for sine and Harmonic 
Elimination PWM 
When combining the harmonic and switching losses of the 
two methods of PWM, it can be seen that the sine 
modulated method is more efficient than the harmonic 
elimination method. This is especially true at lower 
frequencies. Therefore, for frequencies below 50 Hz sine 
modulation was used, while for frequencies above 50 Hz 
the harmonic elimination method was used. 
7.3. ASSESSMENT OF CONDUCTION LOSSES 
In order to minimize the conduction losses, MOSFETs 
with the lowest on-resistance in the required voltage 
range were chosen. The IRFP250 MOSFETs are rated at 200v 
with an on-resistance of only 0.085 ohms. The normalized 
on-resistance versus temperature graph for this device 
is shown in Appendix .1.4. During normal operation, it 
was found that the Mosf ets did not heat up considerably 
and only small he'atsinks were used. From the voltage 
versus temperature graph, the on-resistance at 60 c is 
0.106 ohms. 
The load current is carried either by the channel of one 
MOSFET or by the body-drain diode of the other. When the 
channel is conducting, the power dissipated by that 
MOSFET is given by 
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. 2R Pa = ia DSon· 
During the period when the body-drain diode of a MOSFET 
conducts, the power dissipated by that MOSFET is given 
by 
where Vsd is the forward drop of the diode and is a 
function of the load current. Since the load current for 
the motor has been assumed constant for all frequencies, 
V$a can be obtained from current compensation graph 
Appendix 1.4. For a peak current of 7.4A, Vas was found 
to be approximately o.75v. 
According to the calculations supplied by the Hexfet 
Designers Manual and included in Appendix 1.4, the 
average power in one leg of the inverter due to channel 
conduction is given by 
. 2 
Pchan = 0.462I1 RDson1 ------ [1] 
where I1 is the peak AC current. The average power loss 
due to diode conduction is given by 
[2] 
The motor operates at a power factor of around 0.8 and 
this must be taken into account according to the loss 
factor graph in Appendix 1.4. For a loss factor of 1.7, 
the total conduction ·losses are given by: 
Channel Conduction Losses: 
Diode Conduction Losses: 




This power is easily dissipated by the six MOSFETs and 
there is therefore no need for large heatsinks. 
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7.4. ASSESSMENT OF CONTROL CIRCUIT LOSSES 
The control circuit losses are constant and these 
are determined by the microcontroller and base drive 
current requirements. 
The combined microcontroller and base drive circuit 
requires a current of approximately 200rnA. For a 
supply voltage of 15v, this represents a power loss 
of 3W. It should be noted, however, that this supply 
voltage must be obtained from the full de supply rail 
by means of a de-de converter The de-de converter as 
described in the hardware design chapter yielded an 
efficiency of 55% and the power lost was therefore 
5.45W. 
7.5. INVERTER EFFICIENCY AND TOTAL LOSSES 
The inverter efficiency was found experimentally 
by measuring the efficiency of the motor with pure 
sinusoidal exci ta ti on and comparing it to the 
efficiency obtained when the motor was supplied by 




This method incorporates the harmonic 
the inverter losses. The graph below 
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Figure 44 shows the inverter efficiency as a function 
of frequency for a torque of 1 Nm. At frequencies 
above 50Hz, the inverter efficiency is close to 87%, 
which compares favourably with a typical inverter 
efficiency of 85% as quoted by Lasnier44. It is 
expected that at higher power ratings the efficiency 
of the bridge should increase as the constant control 
circuit and modulation frequency harmonic losses will 
become less significant. The slight bumps in the 
inverter efficiency curve are caused by the 
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Figure 44: Inverter Efficiency versus Frequency 
The harmonic losses have been obtained by deducting 
the switching, conduction and control circuit losses 
from the total inverter losses. The bar chart shown 
below provides an estimated breakdown of the 
different losses and these are discussed further. 
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Figure 45: Bar Chart of Different Inverter Losses 
The accuracy of determining the harmonic losses by the 
above method can be verified against the harmonic 
equivalent circuit results obtained previously: 
HARMONIC LOSS PREDICTION 
Harm==Egu Cct. Ef f Method 
Frequency = 20 Hz: 16.3 w 17.7 w 
Frequency = 35 Hz: 15.2 w 13.5 w 
Frequency = 50 Hz: 4.6 w 7.1 w 
Figure 46: Correlation of Two Methods of Harmonic 
Loss Prediction 
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Clearly the two methods are in good agreement at these 
frequencies. 
The switching losses increase steadily with frequency up 
to 50Hz, while the harmonic losses decrease accordingly. 
Although there is a decrease in the number of switches 
per cycle with frequency, the frequency increases at a 
higher rate and hence the switching losses increase. For 
frequencies above 4 O Hz, the generation of PWM takes 
place in the second mode of operation. Al though the 
resolution is not as fine here, this has no ill effects 
on the harmonic losses as the trend of decreasing 
harmonics continues to 50 Hz. 
Above 50 Hz, the harmonic elimination method has been 
used and here the harmonic losses increase 
substantially. This is probably due to the introduction 





The main function of the controller for any solar 
water pumping system is to ensure that the water 
delivery of the pump is maximized. In conventional solar 
pumping applications, two methods of control can be 
implemented and these are constant voltage control and 
maximum power point tracking. For this project, a third 
method of control is presented, namely speed control. 
8.1. CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRACKING 
This is the simplest and most commonly used method 
of ensuring that the system is run close to the maximum 
power point of the solar panels. The method is based on 
the assumption that the maximum power point of the · 
panels is found at constant voltage for all levels of 
irradiance. A control system that uses such a method 
would simply adjust the load (i.e. vary the pump speed) 
in such a way that the voltage remains fixed at a 
predetermined level. This method is used widely in many 
solar applications which include battery charging and 
water pumping. The DC positive displacement systems of 
Mono Pumps uses this method of control. 
The main disadvantage of this method is that the voltage 
at which the peak power point occurs can vary 
substantially due to factors such as temperature, 
insolation and production spread. Another disadvantage 
of this method is that the system must be set to operate 
at the correct voltage and this could be difficult if 
different types of panels are being used in a production 
environment. 
Voltage tracking can be used successfully if the 
operating voltage is determined as a fixed percentage of 
the open circuit voltage. This implies that the load 
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must be briefly disconnected in order to determine the 
open circuit voltage. Such a method has been developed 
that enables the panels to operate close to the peak 
power point45 . 
8.2. MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING 
This method of control can be used to ensure that 
the panels deliver their maximum power over a wide rag~ 
of solar insolation. In order to realize such a 
, 
controller, it is necessary to multiply the instan-
taneous current and voltage and to implement some form 
of hill-climbing algorithm to operate on the peak power 
point. Usually such systems are implemented with the use 
of a microcontroller. 
8.3. SPEED MAXIMIZATION CONTROLLER 
In feedback control systems, it is advisable 
wherever possible to use the final output variable in 
the feedback path. This ensures that if there are any 
parameter variations to the transfer function, these do 
not significantly affect the output. It is obvious that 
the primary task of the controller is to maximize the 
water delivery, and although this is usually 
coincidental with operating on the peak power point, it 
is not always the case. This is especially true for a 
three-phase motor drive, where a change in the harmonic 
content of the motor current could cause more power to 
be used at a lower operating speed than a higher speed. 
This would only be noticeable for small changes in 
supply frequency and hence there would be 'glitches' 
where the motor would operate below maximum speed. This 
is also only likely to occur at low speeds where the 
ha~monic losses have more influence on the system motor 
performance. 
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Using conventional feedback theory, the optimum approach 
would be to maximize the water flow rate. However, this 
would not· give a very constant reading because of 
oscillations and phase shifts in the pump itself. These 
fluctuations could be filtered out, but this is not 
necessary if the speed of the pump is used as the 
control variable. This is because the pump has a large 
flywheel on it and this acts as a low-pass filter. 
Another reason to use a speed transducer is that it is 
both cheap and robust. Since the motor speed is higher 
than the pump speed, it is advantageous to place the 
speed transducer on the motor to enable faster sampling 
times at low speeds. 
It is for the above reasons that a controller was 
designed which used the motor speed as the input 
variable in order to maximize the water delivery. 
8.4. CONTROLLER REQUIREMENTS 
The controller must ensure that the motor is run as 
fast as possible over a wide range of insolation levels. 
This is a dynamic process in which the controller is 
continually varying the supply frequency in order to 
obtain maximum speed. The controller must therefore 
minimize its hunting operation around the maximum speed 
point as this will lead to a reduced flow rate. 
Another requirement of the controller is to have an 
adequate dynamic response to ensure that the system 
remains stable. Although the time constant of insolation 
for a clear day is very slow, the controller must 
provide a fast dynamic response in the event of changes 
in insolation due to clouds or other disturbances. In 
lightly overcast conditions the irradiance level 
fluctuates often and it is not acceptable to have the 
motor stalling and restarting during such conditions. 
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8.5. DESIGNING A SUITABLE CONTROLLER 
Initially the pump characteristics were simulated by 
coupling the induction motor to a DC generator loaded to 
a torque of 1 Nm, which is a typical value to be 
expected for a PDP pumping system. The solar panels were 
simulated by a llOv DC bus with a variable internal 
resistor. Such a configuration yields a parabolic power 
curve with a peak power point at half the open circuit 
voltage. 
a.s.1. Hill-Climbing Algorithm Approach 
Since the panel characteristics are not known and 
are variable, a formula cannot be applied in determining 
the maximum power point. A conventional control system 
would use a hill-climbing algorithm to operate at the 
peak power point. This approach was implemented and is 
illustrated in the following figure. 
Hill-Climbing Algorithm 
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Figure 47: Control Method Whereby Small Changes in 
Frequency are Used to Obtain Maximum 
Speed 
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Al though the above method was capable of tracking the 
peak power point, it was only stable for slow changes of 
the internal resistor. 












levels. Such a controller was obtained by fallowing a 
constant slip curve. 
8.5.2. Constant Slip Controller 
A controller was implemented which ensured that the 
motor operated at a constant slip. This gave the 
advantage that if there were large changes in 
irradiance, a frequency could be selected that would 
enable the motor to accelerate to its maximum speed. 
This method worked on the principle that 
Fn = kNn-1, 
where Fn = New frequency 
Nn-1 = Previous speed 
k = Scaling constant 
The speed was scaled in such a way that kNn-l was always 
slightly greater than Fn-1 when the motor was undergoing 
normal operation. When the peak point was exceeded, the 
slip would start to increase and kNn-l would decrease. 
Hence Fn would be lower than Fn-l and the motor would 
oscillate slowly between two frequencies at the peak 
point. This method is illustrated in the graph below. 
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Figure 48: Operation of Constant Slip Controller 
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In order for the above system to operate effectively, it 
was necessary for the two bytes containing the frequency 
Fn and speed Nn to have a linear relationship with 
respect to the actual speed and frequency. The accuracy 
of the speed tracking was determined by the linearity of 
these two ~ariables. Any deviations from a linear 
relationship would lead to glitches in the controller 
which could only be overcome by increasing k and hence 
increasing the oscillations at the peak power point. The 
hardware for reading in the spe~d used an LMJ 31 which 
provides a very linear response (0.01%). The output 
frequency, however, was determined by the timer speed 
values and these followed a hyperbolic curve with 
respect to frequency. A look-up table was implemented to 
provide a linear relationship with frequency and this is 
shown in the graph below. 
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Linearity of Output Frequency 
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Although this method provided both stable operation at 
the peak point and a fast dynamic response, it was still 
not acceptable because k had to be carefully adjusted to 
prevent the controller from becoming unstable. If kNn-1 
was slightly too large then the system would start 
oscillating and if it was too small the motor would 
remain at constant speed or even converge to the lowest 
frequency. This placed a fine tolerance on k which was 
unacceptable for the robust requirements of a solar 
water pump. 
In addition to this, when the system was run from the 
solar panels, it became more difficult to control. This 
was due to the fact that the short circuit current of 
the panels is close to the operating current and if the 
slip increased, the motor would require more current and 
the voltage would quickly collapse. 
., .,_ ~ 
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With the use of a data acquisition system, it was 
possible to obtain plots of the voltage and speed 
against time. The collapsing voltage of figure 50 was 
caused by the controller trying to operate at a 
frequency slightly above that for optimum speed. From 
the graph it is clear that the dips in the speed are 
inevitable because of the phase delay of the load caused 
by the high inertia of the pump. 
Speed and Voltage vs Time 
Step Change in lrradiance 
2000 
1800 
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Figure 50: Phase Delay of Motor Speed with 
Collapsing Supply Voltage 
8.5.3. Slip controller with Offset 
Speed 
Voltage 
In an attempt to avoid the problem of the load phase 
delay, an offset was provided to kNn-1 so that the two 
lines of figure48 would have a definite crossover point. 
By introducing such a crossover point, the controller 
would operate at a fixed frequency. After a 
predetermined time, k was increased to cause a higher 
operating frequency. If the peak point was exceeded, k 
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was decreased until the speed oscillations had fallen 
below a certain level. 
m -
Controller Operating Principle 
(With Offset) 
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Figure 51: Operation of Controller with Crossover 
Point 
The advantage of this method was that the voltage did 
not collapse unnecessarily and the controller was still 
capable of a fast dynamic response. In figure 52 the 
controller response is shown after a step disturbance to 
the panel irradiance level. The disturbance was achieved 
by tilting the panels away from the sun and returning 
them back to their original position. 
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Figure 52: Controller Performance Following a Step 




The software implementation of this control method is 
illustrated in the following flow diagram. 
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Figure 53: Flow Diagram of Controller with Offset 
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The microcontroller software thus ensured that if the 
speed remained constant too long, k was increased and if 
the speed oscillated too much then k was decreased. If 
oscillations were present then k would be decreased 
immediately, but the time constant ·to increase k was 
much slower. The graphs in figure 54 show the controller 
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In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
controller, the position at which the motor operated on 
the power curve was monitored. The power curve of the 
panels was logged by connecting a variable resistor 
across the array output and measuring the voltage and 
current from the panels. Immediately thereafter the 
motor was run from the panels and once the motor had 
settled, the voltage and current were measured. In 
figure 55 the results of thi~ test have been plotted at 
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different levels of insolation. As can be seen from the 
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Figure 55: Evaluation of Speed Controller 
Performance 
In order to simulate the pumping system as closely as 
possible, the motor was mounted to a closed circuit Mono 
positive displacement pump. The required head was 
· simulated by means of a pressure gauge and a photograph 
of the experimental set-up is shown below. 
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Figure 56: Laboratory Simulation of Pumping System 
Although the periodic dips in the speed did not 
seriously affect the water delivery at most levels of 
irradiance, at lower levels the pump would stall after 
each oscillation. This was undesirable and a controller 
was designed which incorporated a combination of both 
speed and voltage control. 
8.5.4. Combination of Voltage and Speed Control 
By introducing the voltage as a control variable, the 
problem of pump inertia was eliminated. Operation of 
this controller combines constant voltage control with 
speed monitoring. The controller maintains the panel 
voltage at a reference value and this value is slowly 
adjusted until maximum speed is obtained. Although there 
is interaction between the two control loops, this can 
be neglected due to the large difference between the 
speed and voltage sampling times. The flow diagram on 
the following page illustrates the software 
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implementation of this controller. This controller 
proved to be the most effective as it ensured operation 
to within lv of the voltage corresponding to the peak 
power point. This controller also provided a fast 
dynamic response which was able to maintain correct 
operation during shading of the array. 























Figure 57 : Fl ow Diagram of Voltage and Speed 
~ontroller 
A field test was conducted to compare the AC system 
with a Mono DC system. The pump that was chosen for the 
experiment was on a farm in the Middle Karoo, 
approximately 50 km from Oudshoorn. The farm require-
ments were ideal for the installation of a solar system. 
The farm does not have access to the ESCOM grid and the 
borehole is situated far from the homestead where access 




significant savings have been made due to the 
maintenance requirement of the solar pump as 
to the previously used windmill. 
A Mono solar pump had been installed on the farm and 
this made it possible to conduct comparative tests 
between the two systems. The size of the Mono system and 
the depth of the borehole were suitable for easy 
adaptation to the AC induction motor system. 
Figure 58: The Borehole Pump Used for the Field 
Tests 
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9.1. SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION FOR FIELD TEST CONDITIONS 
In order for the AC system to operate efficiently, 
it was necessary to determine the most suitable pulley 
ratio and to implement the optimum voltage frequency 
curve for the required torque. 
The DC system installed by Mono Pumps comprised a 
positive displacement pump (Model S2M) powered by seven 
49Wp panels. This delivers a peak input power of 343W, 
although this is unlikely to be realized due to th'e 
decreased performance of the panels at higher 
temperatures. According to Mono Pumps, the panels are 
derated by as much as 60% when determining the required 
system components. From the Siemens characteristic 
curves in Appendix 1. 3, the panels can be derated by 
approximately 10% due to the effect of temperature. 
At maximum input power it is desirable to run the mo~or 
at full speed in order to operate the motor efficiently 
over a wide speed range. At 80Hz the efficiency of the 
motor/ inverter combination was assumed to be 70% and 
hence the input power to the pump .was 216W. Since 
T=P0 /w, the desired torque of the motor is 0.89Nm. 
The torque of the pump is not given directly from the 
manufacturer curves, but it can be calculated because 
the efficiency and input power as a function of speed 
are given .. According to Mr M. van der Westhuizen, who 
installed the system, the head of the pump is 40m. From 
the characteristic curves of the pump at higher speeds, 
the torque of the pump at this head is 2.6 Nm. This is 
only a rough estimate as the characteristic curves do 
not appear to be accurate. From the characteristic 
curves, at lower speeds the torque increases, which is 
unlikely because of the constant torque speed 
characteristic of the pump. 
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9.2. FACTORS AFFECTING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DURING TEST 
The induction motor was mounted on the· pump and 
supported on bearings so that the torque· of the pump 
could be measured. The torque was found to be fairly 
constant and less than the expected value. The DC system 
had a pulley ratio of 3.6:1, which inhibited its 
performance because the gear ratio was too high. The DC-
DC converter went into straight-through mode at fairly " 
low irradiances and this imposed a limitation on the 
maximum speed of the DC motor. 
For the AC system, a pulley ratio of 2. 2: 1 was chosen 
and this provided a maximum motor speed of 172 5 Rpm, 
which was significantly less than the designed maximum 
speed of 2300 Rpm. The reason for this low speed was 
that the panels were only capable of delivering 255Wp, 
as opposed· to an expected 308Wp. The poor performance of 
the panels was due to the fairly low irradiance levels 
which occurred during testing. 
A further limitation on the AC system was that the 
controller did not yet operate ·effectively, as the 
controller was not yet fully refined. For the purposes 
-
of the field test, the output frequency of the 
controller was adjusted manually in order to operate.at 
the peak power point of the panels. This did not prove 
to be an effective means of controlling the system 
because of the sensitivity of the panels when the peak 
power point was exceeded. In order to take measurements, 
the panels were operated slightly to the right of the 
maximum power point. 
9.3. MEASUREMENTS TAKEN DURING FIELD TESTS 
The field tests took place over two clear days, one 
day was used for the DC system, while the other was used 
for the AC system. The performance of each syst;.em was 
measured at different irradiance levels and the 
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irradiance was plotted as a function of time. The 
results of the two systems could then be plotted on the 
same time axes for comparative purposes. 
In order to ensure that the two days had similar 
insolence levels, a pyranometer calibrated by the UCT 
Energy Research Institute was used. Although the meter 
has no guaranteed accuracy, it was judged to be accurate 
to within 2%. Since estimates of the irradiance were 
only required for comparative tests, this meter proved 
to be adequate for the purposes intended. 
No temperature measurements were taken of the panels as 
the primary aim of the experiment was to assess the 
drive and pump performances. The pyranometer used was of 
a similar technology to the panels, so any deviations 
due to temperature change were automatically compensated 
for by this device, as it was also temperature 
sensitive. 
For each system the operating characteristics were 
obtained at different irradiance levels. The variables 
which were measured were flow rate, pump speed, current, 
voltage, torque and irradiance level. Torque could only 
be measured on the AC system as the motor had to be 
mounted on bearings. 
9.4. ASSESSMENT OF PUMP CHARACTERISTICS 
The torque of the pump was measured over the required 
speed range and this is shown in the following graph. 
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Figure 59: Torque Speed Curve for Field Test Pump 
The pump torque levels off at 1. 62 Nm, which is less 
than the expected· torque of 2. 6 Nm. Unfortunately the 
head could not be measured as it would have been 
necessary to remove the pump from the borehole with 
heavy lift equipment. 
The flow rate was also measured as a function of speed 
and this was plotted in the graph below. Here there was 
good correlation between the experimental graph and the 
graph obtained from the Mono curves. 
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Figure 60: Experimental curve of Flow Rate Versus 
Speed 
9.5. COMPARATIVE TESTS BETWEEN DC AND AC SYSTEMS 
The performance of the two systems was measured and 
compared. Particular attention has been given to the 
flow rate and efficiency of the two systems. 
9.5.1. Panel Optimization Assessment 
The graph in figure 61 shows the voltage of the two 
systems at different levels of irradiance. The DC system 
is not being used optimally, as at high levels of 
irradiance, when the converter goes into straight-
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through mode, the voltage of the panels increases and 
the panels do not operate at their peak power point. It 
would appear that even.at low levels of irradiance, the 
system operates sub-optimally, as the voltage is below 
that for maximum power point operation. The voltage of 
the AC system operates much closer to the peak power 
point, which is close to 90v. 
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Figure 61: Panel Voltage for AC and DC Systems 





In order ·to compare the water delivery of the two 
systel!ls, 
level as 
it was necessary to determine the irradiance 
a function of time for a typical clear day. 
Since the performance of the two systems was measured as 
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a function of irradiance, the graphs for both systems 
could be plotted as a function of time. The graph below 
shows the irradiance plotted over a half day. 
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Figure 62: Irradiance versus Time for a Clear Day 
Because of the lower pulley ratio of the AC system, it 
was capable of attaining a higher speed at high levels 
of irradiance than.the DC system. As can be seen from 
the graph below, the efficiency of the AC system 
decreased relative to. the DC system at lower levels of 
irradiance. This is to be expected as at low frequencies 
both the efficiency of the inverter and motor of the AC 
system decreases. The efficiency of the DC motor, on the 
other hand, remains constant over a wide speed range and 
6 
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only the efficiency of the converter decreases at lower 
speeds. 
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The efficiency of the two systems was also compared. In 
these tests the sub-optimal utilization of the panels in 
the DC system was not taken into account. The efficiency 
was determined from 
Pout 
E = 
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where Pout is determined from the flow .rate and head of 
the system. Although the head has not been accurately 
determined, this is not necessary as the test is only 
being used for comparative purposes. 
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The efficiency of the DC system increases with 
irradiance and peaks when the DC-DC converter goes into 
straight-through mode. Thereafter the efficiency 
decreases slightly because the panel voltage increases 
as operation moves away from the peak power point. 
The efficiency of the AC system increases steadily and 
levels off at around 380 W/M2 . A larger portion of the 
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level efficiency would have been observed for either 
higher irradiance levels or a higher gear ratio. This is 
because operation in the 50 - 80 Hz range, at which the 
AC system is most efficient, was not obtained. 
9.6. IMPROVEMENTS WITH ARRAY TRACKER 
A graph was obtained of irradiance with the array in 
a fixed position and with the array facing the sun 
directly. 
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Clearly a tracking device contributes significantly 
towards improving the system efficiency and particularly 
the motor and inverter efficiencies. With correct 
matching the motor would virtually always operate in the 
40-80Hz region, where the efficiency of the motor and 
inverter is high. 
By using an induction motor system as opposed to a 
DC system, significant benefits can be obtained in terms 
of cost and reliability. The ~fficiency of the AC drive 
for a 300 Wp system was found to be 67%, which is only 
marginally less than that found in DC systems. For the 
seven panel system that was developed, the cost saving 
of the AC system more than covers the cost of an extra 
solar panel. This represents a 15% increase in the 
system input power and hence for the same investment the 
AC system provides a far better performance. 
Based on the performance of the developed system the 
following conclusions can be drawn regarding the 
induction motor, inverter, microcontroller and array 
tracker: 
1) The induction motor is a highly suited machine for a 
solar water pumping application for the following 
reasons: 
- The efficiency of the machine is 80% at its 
rated output and for a 300Wp system it is 
slightly less at 77%. This compares favourably 
with the DC motors which are being used 
commercially. 
- The cost of the induction motor is significantly 
less than that of a DC motor and it is a more 
reliable motor. If the trend of lower panel 
costs continues, the argument for using a 
cheaper motor will become stronger. 
- The efficiency of the induction motor decreases 
at lower supply frequencies, but. this effect can 
be reduced by operating the motor above its 
rated frequency. This creates a wider frequency 
range (45 - 80Hz) over which the motor runs at 
maximum efficiency. 
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the motor is optimized by 
derived optimum voltage 
the required load torque. 
2) For a 300Wp system, the inverter efficiency proved 
to be high at 87%, which is adequate for this 
application. The motor and inverter combination 
therefore yielded an efficiency of 67%, which was 
maintained over a frequency range of 45 -80 Hz. 
3) The flexibility in using a microcontroller has 
proved to be advantageous in the following areas: 
- Sufficient starting torque was obtained by 
pulsing the motor in such a way as to utilize 
the energy stored in the DC link capacitors. 
- Implementing a variable voltage frequency curve 
for different torques has been simple to achieve 
with pre-programmed tables. 
- A robust control method of optimizing the water 
delivery has been obtained by monitoring the 
pump speed and panel . voltage. The peak power 
point of the panels has been very accurately 
tracked using this method. 
4) With the incorporation of an array tracker into the 
system, the panel output will improve by approx-
imately 20%. The use of a tracker for medium and 
large systems is justified because of the high cost 
of the panels. 
Based on the findings and conclusions of this 
thesis, the following recommendations are made: 
1) All indications from the test results show that the 
system has been adequately developed and that it is 
ready for the industrialization phase to make it 
into a marketable product. 
2) The system could be expanded to cover the following 
applications range: 
- A solar power range from 200 to 1000 Wp. To 
cover this range, the inverter capacity would 
have to be increased, but this is simple to 
achieve by paralleling the MOSFETs. For larger 
systems a larger motor would be required as the 
rating of the 0.75kW motor would be exceeded. 
The Mono pump range allows for flexibility in • 
applying the system to various heads. For the 
required power range the system can be applied 
to heads ranging from 15 - 140m. The pumps are 
not designed to operate efficiently for heads 
below 15m. 
3) The motor should be matched to the pump so that the 
maximum frequency of operation continues up to 80Hz. 
This will provide a greater range of operation at a 
higher efficiency. 
4) The microprocessor allows for the development of 
self-diagnosis software. With the addition of an 
inexpensive LCD display, it will be possible for 
untrained personnel to easily maintain the system. 
5) Because the array tracker is a stand alone unit, it 
can be marketed separately for use in solar 
applications such as water pumping and battery 
charging. 
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C~ OS N-CHANNEL 
200 Volt, 0.085 Ohm HEXFET 
T0-247AC (T0·3P) Plastic Package 
·rM HEXFET" lechnology is. the key lo lnlernalional 
Reclifier's advanced line of power MOSFET lranaistors. 
·The efficient geomelry end unique processing of thia latest 
· ·s1a1e of !he All"' design achieve a: very low on·alale 
resislance combined wilh high transconductance: auperiof 
reverse energy and diode recovery dvldl capabllily. 
The HEXFET iransisiors also feature all of the well 
established advantages of MOSFETa such as voltage 
oon1ro1, very fas1 switching, eeH of paralleling and 
1tmpera1ure s1abillly of lhe electrical parameters. 
They are well suiled for apptlcallona auch as swilchlng 
power supplies, motor control•. Inverters. choppers, audio 
amptiliers and high energy pulH clrcui\a. 
CASE STYLE AND DIMENSIONS 
15.llO f0.112$1 






Part Number BVoss RoS(on) lo 
IRFP250 200V 0.0850 33A 
IRFP251 150V 0.0850 33A 
IRFP252 200V 0.1200 27A 
IRFP253 150V 0.1200 27A 
Features: 
• Isolated Central Mounting Hole 
• Repetitive Avalanche Ratings 
• Dynamic dv/dt Rating 
• Simple Drive Requirements 





• v/ 1J0 2s•c 
s 
• 
'o.o o.s s.o 1.5 2 .0 2. 
•so- 50\JRCE·TO·OAAIN VOl.fAGE IVOl.TSI 
~National 
~Semiconductor 
DS0026/DS0056 5 MHz Two Phase MOS Clock Drivers 
General Description 
DS0026/DS0056 ere low cost monolilhic high speed lwo 
phase MOS clock drivers and lnlerfece circuils. Unique cir· 
cuil design provides both very high speed operalion and the 
ability to drive large capaclllve loads. The device accepls 
standard TTL outputs en.d converts !hem to MOS logic lev· 
els. They may be driven lrom standard 5417 4 series and 
, 54Sl74S series gales and llip-llops or lrom drivers such es 
the DS8830 or DM7440. The DS0026 and 050056 are in-
tended lor applicalions In which the output pulse width Is 
logically controlled: I.e., the output pulse width la equal to 
lhe Input pulse width. 
The DS0026/0S0058 are designed to lullill a wide variety of 
MOS Interface requirements. As a MOS clock driver for long 
alllcon-gele afillt registers, a alngle device can drive over 
1 Ok bits at 5 MHz. Six devices provide Input address and 
precharge drive for a 8k by 18-blt 1103 RAM memory •vs· 
tem. Information on the COtTect usage of the 050028 In 
these as well as other ayatema Is Included In the application 
note AN-78. 
The OS0026 and OS0058 are Identical except each driver In 
Iha 050058 la provided with a V BB connection to aupply a 
higher voltage to the output atage. Thia aids In pulling up the 
outpul when it is In the high slate. An exlernal resistor lied 
between lhese ex1ra pins and a supply higher lhan v • will 
cause Iha Oulpul to pull up to (V + - 0. t V) in Iha oil s1a1e 
For DS0056 applications. ii is required lhat an external re· 
sistor be used lo preven1 damage lo lhe device when lhe 
driver swilches low. A typical Vee connection is shown on 
the nexl page. 
These devices ere available in B·lead T0-5, one wan copper 
lead lreme B·pin mini-DIP, end one end a hall watt ceramic 
DIP, and T0-8 packages. 
Features 
• Fast rise and lell limes-20 ns 1000 pF load 
• High output swing-20V 
• High output current drlv&- ± 1.5 amps 
• TTL compatible Inputs 
• High rep rat&-5 to 10 MHz depending on power dissi· 
patlon 
• Low power consumption In MOS "0"' stat&-2 mW 
• Drives to 0.4V of GND tor RAM address drive 
FEATURES & APPLICATIONS 




Tht 4N32 and 4N33 havt a gallium 
arsenide infr1rtd emitter optically coupled 
to a silicon planar photo· darlington, 
2500 V RMS - t minule 
• Low coupli~ c1p1citance - 1.0 pF 
• Convenient p1ck1ge - plastic du1l·in·line 
• Long lifetime. solid state reli1bility 
• Low weight - 0.4 gr1m1 
• UL recognited - file E50151 
AHOD!~· 6 BAS! 
CATH 2 5 COLL 













BOO Series 10 & 12 Watt 
MODEL INPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT INPUT CURRENT 
NUMBERS VOLTAGE VOLTAGE CURRENT NO LOAD FULL LOAC 
801 UM501 5 voe 5 voe 2000 mA 60 mA 3340 mA 
803 UM502 5 voe 12 voe 940 mA 80 mA 3500mA 
804 UM503 5 voe 15 voe 800 mA 100 mA 3670 mA 
851 UM504 5 voe ±12 voe ±525 mA 130 mA 3840 mA 
852 UM505 5 voe ±15 voe ±412 mA 180 mA 3780 mA 
lli UM506 12 voe s voe 2000 mA 30 mA 1400 mA 
813 UM507 12 voe 12 voe 940 mA 40 mA 1450 mA 
814 UM508 12 voe 1s voe 800 mA 50 mA 1540 mA 
861 UM509 12 voe ± 12 voe ±525 mA 80mA 1600 mA 
862 UM510 12 voe ±15 voe ±412 mA 90 mA 1570 mA 
821 UM511 24VOC s voe 2000 mA 20mA 700 mA 
823 UM512 24 voe 12 voe 940 mA 25 mA 700 mA 
824 UM513 24 voe 15 voe 800 mA 25mA 730 mA 
871 UM514 24 voe ± 12 voe ±525 mA 50 mA 780 mA 
872 UM515 24 voe ± 1s voe ±412 mA 50mA 760 mA 
831 UM516 20 voe 5 voe 2000 mA 20mA 600 mA 
833 UM517 20 voe 12 voe 940 mA 25 mA 590 mA 
834 UM518 20 voe 15 voe 800 mA 30 mA 620 mA 
881 UM519 20 voe ± 12 voe ±525 mA 50 mA 650 mA 
882 UM520 20 voe ± 15 voe ±412 mA 50 mA 650 mA 
··-- .. --·--
841 UM521 48 voe 5 voe 
. 
2000 mA 20 mA 350mA 
843 UM522 48 voe 12 voe 940 mA 25 mA 350 mA 
844 UM523 48 voe 15 voe 800 mA 25 inA 360mA 
891 UM524 48 voe ± 12 voe ±525 mA 30 mA 390 mA 




PULSE WIDTH MODULATION 
CONTROL CIRCUITS 
The TL494 is a fixed frequency, pulse width modulation con1rol 
circui1 designed primarily lor Switchmode powtu supply con1rol. 
This device features: 
• Comple1e Pulse Width Modulation Control Circuilty 
• On-Chip Oscillator Wilh Master Or Slave Operalion 
• On-Chip Euor Amplifiers 
• On-Chip 5 Voll Reference 
• Adjustable Dead· Time Control 
• Uncommined Output Transistors Raled to 500 mA Source Or 
Sink 
• Output Control For Push-Pull Or Single-Ended Operation 
• Unde1voltage Lockout 
lnpwl 
Comp.n1 
~WM Coml) l t-----' ....... 
0•10 
Conuol 
ltop .. i.-1 
The TL494C •• 1peciliad over tho t.ommercial opt1ra11ng Hsnge 
of O"C 10 1o·c. The TL4941 is specified over 1he indus111al r11nge 
of - 25-C 10 85~C. The Tl494M is specified over the lull mili1ary 
r•ng1 of - ss~c 10 125'C. 
TL494 
SWITCHMODE 
PULSE WIDTH MODULATION 
CONTROL CIRCUITS 
SILICON MONOLITHK: 









ORDERING INfORMA TION 
---·---··]---------· -.. --------' empe1atu1e Oevic:e Mange P•d·•v• 
..... ·-----·- --- .... -- ---· --· -··-------
Tl •94(N O' 10 • 1o·c Pla511C OIP --· ,. -· - ·-·- ----
_!~~~~~ • • ~· 10 I ,~.,~. ~~'!.."!~~-~ 
_!~~~~- - ·- --~~-~-~~~~~ f'~~-
TL4!MIJ 2s· 10 • 85~c Cer•mtC DIP ------ ·-· -- ··- ----- ---
-~~~ .. ~ ---- !I~ !~ --~ ~2=·~- ~!.~~-
1=:~-----,------------,-----
TYPICAL AVERAGE PERFOP.MANCE PUMP SIZE 
POMP GROOT TE 
S.JLllR 
~~ONl{l:AG TIPIESE GEMIODELDE POMPPRESTASIE 
S2M 
Mt.>: HEAO 1S0m 
Mt.X SPEED 1200r/m1n 
MAKS flOOGTt 
MAKS SPOEO 
tOmmCOLUMN l)mmSHllFT UP TO 150m t.QfMl PYPE IJ<TYnSTANGE TOT OP 150m 
rrm PYPE mmSTANGE TOT OP m mm COLUMN mmSHAF T UP TO m 
MONOSTl~OOM DISCHARGE fltl\D UP TO ISOm 
01:;C11ARGE ttl'.1\0 Ui' TO 
MONOSTllOOM :ONTSLAGKOP TOT OP 150m 
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MINIMUM S'IAtiI ING TOHOUE J M,1n MINIMUM ORAl\IMOMENT 
v. ::T~ ~J:::·=-:c: :-: ·~rT: :]:::: ::~ :- ~c: ::::1:-1-:-r.· ~::: := ;~ ::::·1::::-]::::c~1::::i ~~ 
J:.l · LLJ" ·· Ll.J · · I · · · ·: ~ -J (r/rr 
1
·
2 J~1~,t ;:::p: :~:i:~: :i~ >1; ~~ ~ ,~~ ,= .. :l:::: :-'=Pl-· :;,: ~ ~.: :~-ffi ~ 1200 
0.t~-~--~~f 
o.2 =~:1::~ ~'.'.j'.'.'.: :;:~j~;:;r::y t': ~;: ::,;i;;;: ·:: .. :=: :·:: :i:~ ·'~ '.;~ ;;;, ::~ ~'.. '.!''. =;::! :,~' tl::!' ~ . .:_ :=: E:: :: 
0 
·---" ,,;. ·'"'~ ··· ··· .... r-· - - --'-· ···-~·- ···· -· - -- :1;· ·,-1··- ·····- -·· -- -~ ,... 
0.8 ·=· =::· .... :: ::··=: 
O.t ........ :.:; .... :: .. :.: 
0.2 .... ... .... . ...... ·::: :::· ::. .. . ~- ~ --1-
... ,,, ,,,, ==~ ,,,, :::· .,,, ;;;; ::;: :;" "" "" :i:: > ,,,, ,,:; ,,,, ,::: ~~:: ~,:, :;:, :::= :::= =':i;o= : .. ~l ·r+·· 200 
·: "1! ~.~~ ~.i~~ ~~ ~·~ ~ ·~ ~~~~ ~ !~ ;~ ·~ ~·~ ;;* ~t~~ ~12.~=1 · 
...... :::: :~:: :::: ::~: :::: =::: :::: :::~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :~:: :::: ::~: ... :::: ~: .. :=:· .. • . 
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TYPICAi. AVERAGE PERFOP.MANCE I PUMP Sil:( 
TIPIESE GEMIDOELOE POMPPRESTASIE POMP cnoonc 
MAX Hf:l\O lSOm MAKS HOOGTE 
MAX ~.PH:D 1000r/min MAKS SPOEO 
t.QnunCOLUl·tN lJr.>mSl-IAFT UP TO 150m t.Om-n PYPE l)1rmSTANGE TOT OP 150m 
50mmCOLUMN 16mmSllllFT UP TO 150rn !>OrrYnPYP( 16mmSTANGE l'OT 01' 1~.Qm 
MONO~.Tl~)()M DISCHAllGI:: HEAO UI' TO lSOm Ml)NOSTWJOM ON'TSLAGKOP TOT OP 150m 
01'.-.CllAHGC llEAD UP TO -'" ONTSLllGKOP lOT OP '" 
MINIMUM !; 11.1n ING TOllOIJE G N.1n Ml NIMUM 0111\/\IMOMloNT 
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. '.;01.111< -·-_J_---TYPJCAL 1\VlRAGE PEl~i::or:·MAN(E -~,-~J'G~~~~Tl .. s 6 L 
snMou,G TI Pl ESE GE Ml ODE LDE POMPPl~E ST AS IE "_Ml ' ~ 
---- /J,,\X ;11;;.rJ "/'.•"' M/\KS ll~O?TL 
,.-,M: ~,Pf:ED 1'..iOO r/rn1n Mlll<S 51 OED _ 
t.OmmC:OLUl-olJ 1JmrnSHAF r UI' _ro "/Srn LOrm1 l'YPE 131rn1STANG~ TOT OI: ·15m 
COIUMN mmC.111\FTUl'IO rn mnl'YI'[ rnmSlANGETOTOI m 
MOl·JO~~~~l)Ot-i OISCH,\llGF-111:/\D UI' ro '/'..irn MOt·tnc.rnOOM ONl,Sl.llGJ<O~ TOT OP 7Sm 






MIMIMUM SHll/'l ll-IG IOllOIJE ~ •. '.J IJ.11t MINIMUM 1)11/\lllMOMEN"[ 
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~,.)1.f.ll TYPICAL AVEl~AGE Prnr-onMANCE I PUMP '.>lt.E St. L 
T!PIESE GEMIOOELOE POMPPRtSTASIE POMP c.ioooTTE 
/.\.~X Hi:1\i) ·1•:,rn MAKS HOOGlE 
M/\>: ~,P!:ED 1~·"1' r.'n11n Mt.KS SPOED 
LO mm COLUMN 1Jr.1:nSHAF T UI' lO "/Srn t.0 mm PYPE 13nm'.:.TANGF. TOT OP "/Sm 
mrnCOl.UMN mmSH/\F T UP TO rn "'" l'Yl'E mmSlANGE lOT OP r., 
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I W!N01·11LL I . TYPICAL AVERAGE PERFOR WIMDMEUI. TIPIESE GEMIOOELOE POMPPRESTASIE PUMP Sl%E POMP GIWOTTE W30L 
1-'.llX HE i•D ·15 111 
f.1/\X SPEED 1500 r/nun 
M/\l<S HOOGTE 
f.1t,KS" SPOEO 
(lOmmCOLUMI~ 22 mm SHAFT UP TO 7S m 80mn PYPE 22 11mS TANGE TOT CP 75 rn 
mrn COLUMN mm SHAFT UP TO m rrvn PY PE 111111S TANGE TOT CP 1n 
~·10N0MEES'IER O!SCHMlGE HC\D UP lO 75 1n 
OISCll/\RGE HEAD UP TO rn 
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APPENDIX 1.3: SOI.AR CHARACTERISTICS 
SIEMENS 
SPECIFICATIONS 
MODEL MODEL MODEL MODEL MODEL MODEL MODEL 
M55 M45 M75 M40 M65 M35 M20 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
Max. Power, Watts 53 Wp 48 Wp 48 Wp 40 Wp 43 Wp 37 Wp 22 Wp 
Open Circuit Voltage (Voe) 21.7 21.6 19.8 19.5 18.0 18.0 18.0 
Short Circuit Current (lsc) 3.35 3.2 3.35 3.0 3.32 3.0 1.68 
Voltage at Load 17.4 17.3 15.9 15.7 14.6 14.5 14.5 
Amperage at Load 3.05 2.78 3.02 2.55 2.95 2.56 1.52 
NOTES: 1. Rated electrical characteristics are within 10% of measured values at Standard Test Conditions of: 
1000 W/m2, 25°C cell temperature and solar spectral irradiance per ASTM E 892. 
2. Under normal conditions, a photovoltaic module may experience conditions that produce more current 
and/or voltage than reported at standard test conditions. Accordingly, the values of lsc and Voe marked 
on UL Listed modules should be multiplied by a factor of 1.25 when determining component voltage 
ratings, conductor capacities, fuse sizes, and size of controls connected to the module output. Refer to 
Section 690-8 of the National Electric Code for an additional multiplying factor of 1.25 which may be 
applicable. 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
No. Cells in Series 
Cell Size 
36 36 33 33 
4.05' (102.9 mm) Sq. 
30 30 30 
1/2 of 
4.05' cell 
Module - Length: 50.9' . . . . . . . . . . . 48' . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42.6' . . . . . . . . . 22.4' 





Across Length of Module 
Inner Set 




Open Circuit Voltage 
13' (330 mm) 
1.4' (36 mm) •I I I-. I 0 I I I I I I 0 0 I 0 I I I I I 0 I 0 0 I I 
12.6 lb . . . . . . . . . . 11.6 lb . . . . . . . . . . . 10.5 lb . . . . . . . . 5.6 lb 
(5. 7 kg) . . . . . . . . . (5.2 kg) . . . . . . . . . . (4.8 kg) . . . . . . . . (2.5 kg) 
49.8' . . . . . . . . . . . 46.9' . . . . . . . . . . . . 41.5' . . . . . . . . . 21.3' 
(1265 mm) . . . . . . (1191 mm) . . . . . . . . (1054 mm) . . . . . (541 mm) 
25.3' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None 
(643 mm) ....................... . 
11.3' ................................. . 
(287 mm) .............................. . 
0.26' ................................. . 
(6.6 mm) .............................. . 
2 Junction Covers .·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 AWG, 
for 8 to 14 AWG wire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-conductor 
cable 
attached 
600V ........................... 20V 










M55, M45, M75 and M40 
The M55 and M45 have 36 cells in 
series and are well suited for all 
solar electric applications, including 
battery charging in hot climates, 
direct connection to a DC motor, 
and operation with a peak power 
tracking controller. 
The M75 and M40, with 33 cells in 
series, are designed as battery 
charging solar electric modules for 
all but the hottest climates where 
the extra voltage of the MSS or 
M45 may be needed. The M75. 
and M40 may also be used for 
direct connection in selected DC 
motor applications. A regulator is 
needed when the M55, M45, M75 
or M40 are used to charge a 
battery. 
M20, M65 and M35 
These self-regulating modules are. 
designed for direct battery 
connection. They are intended to 
meet the needs of those who 
require electrical power to~ m~ny 
applications, particularly . llghtin~, 
appliances, and other equipment 1n 
remote homes, or on recreational 
vehicles and boats. While the M20 
is intended for 12 volt systems 
only, the M65 and M35 are rated 
for use in high voltage systems. 
Each of these modules has 30 cells 
in series. They are self-regulating 
when used to charge batteries of 
the proper capacity because their 
electrical characteristics are an 
excellent match to the charging 
requirements of a lead acid battery. 
For more information, see the 
section titled 'Self Regulation.'_ 
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General Information 
These Siemens Solar Industries 
modules utilize high efficiency, 
single crystal silicon cells which are 
laminated to tempered glass with 
EV A. The cells are anti reflective 
coated for improved efficiency. The 
laminated package is supported by 
a metal frame. The wiring method 
provided for each module does not 
require the use of special cable 
assemblies. All the modules are 
equipped with junction covers into 
which interconnect wiring is 
installed, except the M20, which is 
equipped for interconnection with a 
two-conductor cable. 
Using HEXFET Ill in PWM Inverters for 
Motor Drives and UPS Systems 
"' ... 
.fAL 









• n a ONIS 
I incrc:uc: 
U • 14. Some ios.scs incurnd a lhc voltaic ecrou lhc dM:idc 
incrcua. 
14 • t5 . The final phase of lhe diode rcc:ovcry currcoc pro-
duc:in& loues . since the diode now blocks the avail.tbk voltaic . 
The kmes in HEXFET I and HEXFET 1 have rwo buic 
..,,. ; o i n < , ., ,.. ,-,......,t., ,.,;,.,. ,.. f , i., ,.. l n..A ,... , ~ ... .. , h,,. UC'V C' C'T.., ~ ••• 
ing the period rO • Ll And lhc: pusa1c of diode recovery cur -
rc:n1 lhrough both dcviccs durina thc period 1 I - d . 
E.Wm.tion of lhc IOW kmc:s is MmpliflCd ir it is assumed 
I' dw lhc: cffca ol lhc citcu.ic ~ lS nc:ulnl , in d'tal wtuk 
it reduces the availabk voh.ace duriftc one put ol lhc swi1-
china: cyck: , it increases ii durina anochcr. (lflhc breakdown 
voharc ol k HEXFET is acceded lhcn d\is cncru will be 
diuipa&cd in avalanche brutdown, which is pcnniacd wilh 
HEXf£T m d<W:<s, pn>Yidod lhc rcpctilivc avolanch< raring• 
arc rapcacd) . Therefore: , if i1 is assumed thal &JI cN.r1c 
lnn.sfc:r takes place betwcca supply n.ils whose YOh.a1c rc -
maiiu consu.nc at the: nominal value, the IOca1 kn.scs during 
rommutatioa of chc invencr k& may be cakulased appro• · 
inu1ely by multiplyin1 the de nil vohaac by the various 
tnnsfcn of char1c lhat occur. U a scria inducM>f wilh ilJ own 
cl~n& circuit is local.cd in thc de rail . men cncrn ~cd 
ia ttus indUCIOf is noc. dis.sipa1cd in chc: HEXFET buc 1n the 
clamp circui1 . 
Thus thc losses in HEXFET 2 arc 1ivcn by the n.il voltage 
cimcs the dw"JC rcprc:s.cnt.cd by areas I, 2 and l in Figure 
14. The k>ucs in HEXFET I are sivc:a by thc ra.il voh.asc: = :-c~:::z:::~6.i.c~H~~ 
IOlal losses .,.. dw:Rfon: _.,u..-iy cquol to lhc rail ""'-
multiplied by lhc ct.arsc rcprcxal<d by .,... 1. 2. l . •. s 
and 6. Alcas ) , • and 6 r<p<acM lhc ORR o( lhc diode . Areas 
I , 2 and 3i arc 1 function of chc lcJlld C\llttnt and the ra1c or 
rise of diode recovery cvrrcn1., dildt . 
lbus lhc 10W convTUation cnc:f'I)' \os.s may be c.xprcsscd u : 
E • V* ((Areal + Arca 4 + Arca 6) + (Arca 2 
t Arca 5) + (Arca Ill 
[ " . di/2dtl - v.,, Qu + 1c<i. - •v + <•1 - •ir 
• v.,, (o_. +IL J2Qu .t. ~) 
di/di 2di/dt (I) 
Where IL ii W kl.ad cvrrmt Ill lhc: rime ol \he commuU1cion . 
Thi.s sivcs the u.cro '°'6 for &he pubc .. one ..... o( drain 
currcftl . . Frc:n Fiprc 20 it cu~ JCCD dm: to a fi.r11 appro-.-
iinaOOn QRR jS linearly re* to dn.ia curn:111 Md thcrcforc . 
usumin& a siau"*lal lood CUlttftt. cu be c.,,,.....S u : 
Qu(I) • K · ~I) 
• K · IL sin {W<) , 
The 1vcra1c power kH1 due to conunuc.ation durin& 00< half 
cyck: of oucpuc CWTCnl is thcrcfon: 1ivcn by: 
P,~. v,"n· I, [K · IL f
0
" sin 8 d 8 
+ IL ~ I. n sin"' 8 d 8 J d;id; 0 
+ _!L_ J.
0
" sin2 e d e J 
2dildl 
• "« . r, . IL [2K + 2.47 {Ki; 
n Jd-Jd,, 
Calculation of Conduction Losses . J l J.O 
Hco< lial::inc ""'"' be sized f<>< "O<Sl-<:asc dWipetion, ..W:S 
occun wbal lhc lood power fK1D< is uniiy and d>c Ice&<"· 
MOSFET oooduc:Doo periods a>iDcide wid> d>c pcab al*"' 
lood cum.. lu will be ...... c6o<lc oooducDoa .._. - pd!~ 
lea- M0SFET ""'-11 - louu. t0 dm ~ U 
~11>c"'°:'.i°::. lhc~~ ":~?.1 l--------7<" 
:::i.t=..~iori~atioa dcpdl is uniiy <-"1 ~ 
Under dlCX oonditiom lhc MOSFET Iossa may be alculao:d I u 
~ funows. Auwnc a k.t C\llTCDt waveform« che form IL-
1~8. Durin1 a rwi1chin& cycle occurina •pproxiawdy at a 
Olnc conapoodinc IO the anllc 8, the MOSFET will coa-
~ ill lhc bwvd din:aioa foe • proporoon o( d>c cycle sivcn 
+ 0 .785 ~] 
dildt 
l.IOSFET pubc wM!lh - in (I + sin 8) 
(5) 
, The proponioa of the cycle for which the diode conducu is 
"-by: 
o,L--'----'~'---»'--1-~~---'~'---'m ---,,..... 24. Oioc:Mi OC)l"lduClion toM4l9 ...,... pNiM ~ 
This reprcsenu the swn of the commutation power '°"in both 
HEXFETs in lhM invcnu " lcs" (<>< " pole " ). o;..i. pubc • in (I - sia 8) 
(I) Read lhc iyp;cal value for QRR from lhc daia sheet . 
(2) Adjust QRR foe di/di and scmpcnturC:. usin& thc 
1nphs shown i.n Ficurc 17 and FiJUf'C 19. 
(3) Usina th.is value o( ORR. obuin K from lhc cqua.1ion: 
K • Qu /IF 
where If i:s the ICSI CUlftQ( s.poci(ted in the lyptcal 
ORR ntin1 i:. &he dMa sheet. 
(4) Substiru1e K oJooa ..ilh di/di and IL in cq..00. (5) IO 
obuin the ~ powa kau. 
Tum-OtfL..-
As Fisun: 21 lhows, .....on losses arc MN.II compeced wilh 
conduction ktucs and diode ru:ovay mscs. Thcrcrorc wm-
orf k>r$acs do noc sipific:andy affcct kns ca.Jculations and can 
be i1nottd . 
P(8) • ILl R 
- JLl sin 8 . 112 (I + sin 8) · RoS(o.) 
- 112 ILl RDS(-) (sin 2 8 + sin3 9) 
1bc avcnsc power lou over one baJf cycle is civc:n by: 
~f" P- - ln -
0 
(sin? 9 + sinl 9) d8 
• 0.462 IL' RoS(on) 
Fi pre 24 shows how losses vary wilh Joed power factor . ::: ~= ~ioa loucs for a swM.chin1 cycle al ansJc e 
P (8) • IL · Vso 






0..<8> - K · KL sin 0. where o < 8 < n (l) The lood <WT<m is carried tilbcr by lhc ctw.nc1 ol oac HEJC. 
"."here Y$D is chc forward dM>dc drop . To simplify cakula-
ltoO.S thil n ur.umcd IO be consunt foe all values o( C11m:tllt . 
FET <>< by lhc body-<lnin diode of lhc o<hcc. If carriod by 
lhc cn.-1o(1 HEXF£T lhc power t;ssipotion ia lhc HEJC. 
FET duriA& lhM period is s;vca by: 
+ ILZ sinl8] 
2 di/d1 <
4
> P, • '• · Vso 
Where fs is the switchin& frequency 
Since the sw;tchin& frcqucocy is 1pproxima1cly rwo <X'dcn o( 
m11snirudc ~cer man the ouqiu1 frequency . cquatioa <•>an 
bit tll::cn u rc:prc:S.Cnling the power k>s.s due to rom.muta1 io n 
.. ~ ....... .. ..A .............. ,;,,,.,.... ,c ,.,..,,.,.,..,, n f A 
V so . the fOf"W"ald drop ol lhc body-dn.in diode , is 1 function 
o f I.he load current . HEXFET dau Jhc<u incorporate• craph 
showing Vso vc:ruu diode: current. 
The •wnrc powu *'due '° dtodc- conductioa O¥Cf one half 
cycle is lhettforc civcn: 
ll . Vso f," P- -~
0 
(sine - sinl 9) dB 
H 
APPENDIX 2: PHOTOVOLTAIC TECHNOLOGY WITH IMPURE SILICON 
er 
Vol 20. O :? Southern California Edison 3rd Quarter. 1991 
Advanced Solar Energy Research 
May Yield Breakthrough 
southern California Ed ison has been a major participant in the research and 
demonstration of solar technology for 15 years . During April , in conjunction 
with Texas Instruments , Edison announced the development of a new 
photovoltaic technology which has the potential to revolutionize the 
market f or solar energy. A low-cost manufacturing process utilizing cheap 
and abundant materials in a sturdy, portable, and flexible design means that 
"solar spheral" photovoltaics may allow Edison and its customers to finally join 
in the long-sought benefits of solar energy. 
new. sturdy, low-cost sola r cell, 
developed join t ly by Edison 
Research and Texas Instruments. 
Inc. ml. has the potential to make 
residential rooftop photovoltaics 
affordable and widely available. This 
technolog ical break hrough is in 
eep1ng wi th Edison 's corporate 
strategy, which calls for expanded 
use of alternate and renewable forms 
of energy, as wel l as environmental 
pro ernon 
SOLAR SPHERAL IS DIFFERENT 
~ 
s with all photovoltaic cells the 
l.J Ed1son1TI cell turns solar energy 
)' • 1n o elecrnrnv But the new 
echnology, nown as solar spheral. 
surpasses existing photovoltaic (PVl 
IN THIS ISSUE: 
Figure 1 Thousands of BB ·s1zed silicon spheres. embedded inco Ch in. 
pliable aluminum in a low -cosc manufacturing process. are the solar· 
energy breakthrough known as ·solar spheral ... 
•Steam Turbine Performance Evaluation l p _Sl 
Figure 2.· To create a so lar spheral cell, about 17.000 silicon spheres are bonded. through 
nea t and pressure. ro perforated aluminum foil . Because each sphere cums sunlight into 
elecmm v the cell as a whole can work well even if individual spheres fa il. 
processes by combining inexpensive 
materials wi th low-cost manufactur-
ing equipment to reduce the cost of 
sola r- cell energy by as much as 80 
percent 
A conventional solar cell is sliced 
from ingots made of high -grade 
si licon which, as a raw material. costs 
as much as $35 a pound Thirty to 
fifty percent of this costly material is 
lost in the slicing process In contrast. 
the solar sphera l technology's metal-
lurg ical -g rade silicon - considered 
vi rtuall y unusable until now - costs 
about $1 a pound 
MANUFACTURING 
n manufacturing solar spheral cells , 
low-cost production methods 
convert the low-grade silicon 
2 
material into solar beads. As the t iny 
spheres are formed , impurities are 
pushed to the surface of the spheres 
where they are etched away To 
create a cell. about 17 ,000 of the 
spheres are embedded into four- inch 
squares of thin perforated aluminum 
foil (Figure 2l. Heat and pressure 
form a bond between the spheres 
and the aluminum Insulation is 
appl ied. and a second layer of alu -
minum foll (without holesl is bonded 
to the bottom of the spheres 
Because each of a cell 's 17 .ooo 
spheres works independently, individ-
ual sphere fa ilure has a negligible 
impact on the overa ll cell 
Following six years of joint 
research and a combined invest-
ment of $10 million to develop the 
solar spheral technology, Edison and 
Texas Instruments have started a 
pilot line Small amounts of solar 
spheres will be made in order to 
confirm proJected manufacturing 
costs th rough actual operations on 
the factory floor Small -sca le pro-
duction of prototype cells will beg in 
during the second half of 1991 , with 
field-testing the rest of the year If 
the cost targets are met the two 
companies anticipate commercial 
availability as ea rly as 1994 
HOW IT WORKS 
~.!>' - he conversion of sunlight into 
·· electricity in a photovoltaic cell 
' is based on the effect of light 
entering a solar cell , excit ing an 
electron . and allowing it to move. 
In Figure 3, a conventional silicon 
solar cell helps demonstrate this 
process of conversion . 
The cell has two regions a narrow 
one on top , rich in electrons (EB l. and 
a wider one on the bottom, deficient 
in electrons (EB) The electrons that 
move through these regions are the 
electricity Very important is the 
energy barrier between the two 
regions ; wi thout it the electricity 
would not flow 
When light enters a solar cell . an 
electron (EB l absorbs its energy This 
::wa energy allows the electron to 
::.:: . e ::s "Orne and move free ly If the 
e ::::::r:r' s 1n the upper region of the 
:::: ·' :::c::e , he barrier preven s 1t 
~c::::"' : c:::s:;1ng into the lower area 
arc •1Js1ng its energy I the electron 
1s •'::re :::2" 1c1ent re;::i1on. he ba rrier 
c:::\:·T::: rt ::)Ver to che elec ron-rich 
s :Je - ne vacancies le t behind as the 
e e·::L:rcns move abcut are called 
. ·. rie:n ::;n "externa l load" (Such 
as .:: .g c lb or electric motorJ is 
:::::r"'eGed by wires o the rich and 
def::: enc -::iv regions while su nlight 
is be ng aosorbed . elec rons will flow 
thr: Jgh one wi re to the load . then 
retu' n co the deficient region where 
:re. ·'- I f , I the vacancies. or holes. 
lef cv depa r: ~ n g electrons. From 
ther-:i hev start their Jou rneys again 
-.,e "e i Edison/Tl solar sp eral 
:::2 11 :! •Ff2rs from a conventional solar 
c2 11 ., t"a each sphere 1s an operat -
ing :ell av1ng all he fea ures of 
the ::onvent1onal cell pictu red The 
a1ur' .nuri' foils provide the f ront 
anc oa:::k :::on tacts 
PHOTOVOLTAIC HISTORY AT 
EDISON 
~ dison·s involvement with Texas 
1-o Instruments is on ly the most 
I.. recent in a series of efforts 
started in 1976 to accelerate the 
development of cost-effective and 
environmentally clean PV systems 
Photovol ta ics had their first 
demonstration at Ed ison in 1978 
when a two-kilowatt system . 
dedicated to operating a patio foun-
tain . was insta lled at the Edison 
General Office in Rosemead . At the 
time. it was the largest system in the 
nation . From that success evolved 
Edison's effort to seek out and 
encourage promising techniques 
for making low-cost solar cells. and 
to deploy and compare a variety of 
so lar cell systems within the service 
territory 
Edison Research has worked wi th 
private companies. universit ies. and 
other research organizations to 
examine a wide va riety of promising 
PV technologies The Company has 
installed some of them in 
Figure 3. Solar cells are consrrucced of s111con. a semiconductor Th e solar·excited electrons movin g across the energv barrier create 
elecmc1rv which can be conducted our of the cell ro do work !"external load "! The solar spheral cell depicted as a sea of bubbles. 
reproduces this technologv ma sturdier and cheaper form. 
Figure 4.· one hundred square feet of solar spheral cells on a south-facing roof can produce approximately one- third 
the electricity used each year in a typical Sou thern California residence. Cell conf1gurat1ons for roof top deployment 
are currently being defined. 
demonstrations to gain operating 
and maintenance data and to speed 
the advent of low-cost . mass-
produced PVs. 
In the 1980s. Edison installed 
photovoltaic systems that were con-
nected to the electric transmission 
and distribution grid The most 
prominent was a large-scale. cen t ral-
station power plant buil t in 1982 near 
Hesperia. Ca lif ornia The world 's 
largest at the time. the one -
megawatt facility bu ilt by ARCO Solar 
confirmed that the ba rriers to 
widespread PV deployment were 
economic. not technical. 
Since 1990, Ed ison has expanded 
its effort s to off -grid appl icat ions 
usually involving remote customers 
who are beyond the economic feasi-
bili t y of distribution- line extensions. 
Such customers may do without 
electricity or they may generate their 
own with a diesel motor. In either 
case . a stand -alone PV system is likely 
to be a preferable alternat ive 
4 
BENEFITS 
'il mplementation of the solar spheral 
I project will have lasting benefits to 
I Edison 's customers - atop homes 
and businesses in metropolitan areas 
- and to it's operations A summer 
daytime-peaking utility li ke Edison 
can benefit from both PV uses 
because. by shaving the demand 
peak, PVs reduce fossil fuel con-
sumption . reduce high marginal 
costs associated with runn ing peak-
time generation . and may obviate 
the need for new power plant con-
struction Also. summer is the worst 
t ime of yea r for air pollution in 
Southern California Photovolta ics 
provide peak-time energy without 
producing any pol lution Du ri ng the 
course of one year. 100 square feet 
of cel ls on the south-facing roof of a 
home can produce about 2.000 kilo-
watt hours of electricity That 's 
roughly one-third the annual con-
sum ption 1n an average Southern 
California residence . 
In add it ion to being an emission-
free . in-Basin source of generation . 
rcontinued on page Bl 
~~~ifornia Edison 
P 0 Bo• 800 
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ADVANCED SOLAR ENERGY rconrinuedfromoage4i 
other benefits of widespread PV The debut of solar spheral PVs 
deployment include creates opportunities for many 
(1) Reduced need for transmission compatible innovations . For instance. 
lines; dc/ ac converters and batteries with 
(2) Reduced power losses associat- the capacity for deep charge/ 
ed with transmission and distribu- discharge to accompany this tech -
tion. yie ld ing greater energy nology are still being perfected But 
efficiency for utilities and customers; with its experience. technology base 
(3) Increased photovoltaic penetra- and millions of customers. Edison is 
tion could mean deferred utility dis- well positioned to usher in the era 
tribution equipment changeouts. of widespread photovoltaic use ...re.: 
and lengthened equipment lifetimes. 
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APPENDIX 3: FEASIBILITY OF USING INDQCTION MOTQR FOR 
SOI.AR APPLICATION 
(Extract from BSc Project Proposal, 
J.L.Davies, UCT 1990) 
T h e three 
motor are 
Efficienc y 
s y stem is 
main factors that affect the suitability of a 
its cost, efficiency and maintenance required. 
is of particular importance as the cost of the 
v er y high. 
Before a three phase motor can be recommended, the 
characteristics of a de motor need to be known so that the 
two t y pes of motors can be compared. 









e f ficienc y . 
are currently being used by Mono Pump to pump 
solar energy. The motors used by Monopump are 
by Baldor and range from 0,2 to 0,75 kW 
the requirements of the customer. The most 
used is 0.37 kW and costs around R1500. At 
the ef}iciency of this motor is 85/.. Mr Peter 
the Technical Rese~rch Department at~ Monopump 
said that . the motors are run at about BO'l. 
The de motor cannot be run directly off the solar panels as 
the voltage of the panels must be matched to the required 
motor voltage. To achieve this, a DC to DC converter is 
used. Mr burrow gave the efficiency of the converter as 
about 80/.. The co~verter costs around Rl200 as quoted by .the 
Monopump branch in Cape Town. 
If the efficiency of the motor is taken as 80/. and the 
efficiency of the converter as BO'l., the overall efficiency 
of the motor converter .combination is 64/.. · This is the 
efficiency at rated values and is probably simil~~ to the 
efficiencies achieved under reasonably bright sunlight. The 
efficiency is unknown when the system operates at lower 
sunlight intensities and hence lower power. 
A major disadvantage of the de motor is the fact that it has 
brushes. Brushes do not last indefinetely and thus the 
system is not maintenance-free. The brushes of the motors 
used by Monopump last between one and two years. This may 
seem like a long time, but most of the customers are in 
remote areas and as each customer has to be serviced 
individually, maintenance costs are high. 
2 . S y nchronous motors 
Sy n chronous motors fall into 
magnet s y nchronous motors and 
se paratel y e xcited rotors. 
two categories, permanent 
synchronous motors with 
2 .1. Permanent magnet synchronous motors 
Th i s i s the t y pe of motor which was originall y intended for 
th i s p roj ect. The rotor of th i s t y pe of motor consists of 
pe r manent magnets which are arranged in a v ariety of 
di f f erent configurations. There are two possiblities for 
o btai ning a permanent magnet s y nchronous moto r . S uch a motor 
could be bought comme rciall y or the rotor of an induction 
moto r c ou ld b e remo v ed and replaced b y a rotor made up o f 
permanent magnets. 
a) Boug h t pe rmanent magnet motors 
Mey er said that Femco quoted a price of R450 for a 0 ,37 kW 
pe r manent magnet motor. It is highly unli kely that Femco 
e v er sold such a motor as they d o not s u pply an y permanent 
magnet motors. Resea r ch was done to find the actual prices 
of these motors. 
Permanent magnet motors are new on the market and are sold 
a s serv o motor s . Bosch and Bircraft are two of the companies 
th a t sell this t y pe of motor. The motors offer maintenance-
f re e operation as there are no brushes. 
I nformation on the Bosch motors are gi v en in appendi x I. 
Efficienc y figures were not given b y Bosch, but Bircrat said 
t hat the efficiency of their motors was marginally better 
t han that of induction motors. These motors are not stoc ked 
in the country and have to be ordered according to the 
r equirements of the customer. The motor required would cost 
a round R35 0 0. 
b) Motor with rotor constructed with discrete permanent 
magnets 
The problem with bought permanent magnet motors is the high 
c ost. To get around this problem, the feasibilty of building 
a permanent magnet rotor needs to be investigated. 
Rare-earth permanent magnets of high energy densities are 
being . produced by Vacodym and Vacomax. Some of the Vacodym 
magnets have been specifically designed to be used in 
motors. Kopp electonics are the sole agents for these 
magnets and are based in Johannesburg. Dirk Venter at the 
Kopp Electronics Head Off ice recommended that the Vacodym 
370 HR magnets be used for such an application. These are 
the only ones in stock which show suitable magnetic 
characteristics. Magnets used in these motors need to have 
high energy densities, high stability to demagnetizing 
fields and they must be able to operate at high 
temperatures. The characteristic curves for the 370HR 
magnets are shown in Appendix I. 
Magnets of different shapes could be ordered or manufactured 
according to customer specifications, but this would add 
between 50 and 200/. to the original price. The size of the 
370 HR magnets are 20mm x 10mm x 5mm with the axis of the 
magnetic field perpendicular to the 20mm x 10mm face. For a 
bu 1 k order (greater than ten magnets) , the cost of these 
magnets is R81 each. 
In a paper published by G. Souques, a configuration is 
described which uses rectangular magnets in the rotor of a 
synchronous motor. The magnetic field of these magnets is 
perpendicular to the largest face. Such a configuration 
could thus be constructed using the 370 HR magnets. The 
magnetic flux lines of this configuration are shown in 
Appendix II. One such arrangement using the 370 HR is shown 





Figure 4 : Magnet configuration of permanent magnet rotor 
The above arrangement uses 16 magnets which would cost a 
total of R1300. To complete the assemby of a synchronous 
motor, an induction motor would also have to be purchased to 
provide a stator. This would cost in the vicinity of R500. 
The overall cast of the entire motor would therefore not be 
less than RlBOO, which is still fairly expensive. The torque 
of such a motor is also uncertain. 
2.2 Separatel y e xited synchronous motors 
Such a motor is obtained by exciting the rotor field of a 
three phase alternator. This type of motor has brushes and 
is therefore not maintenance-free. Inherent losses are 
incurred as the rotor needs to be excited with direct 
current. 
Enquiries as to the effic i ency of alternators from Lucas, 
Johannesburg, revealed that they were around 50'l. over the 
load range. On inspection of one such alternator it cou l d 
be seen that the slots were not completely filled with 













be used in this 
Squirrel cage induction motors are both inexpensive and 
maintenance-free. The only drawback is that for this size o f 
motor they are not as efficient as either DC motors or 
permanent magnet synchronous motors. The efficiency of these 
induction motors is between 64 and 68 'l. at rated load. 
Mr John Shultz of GEC Special Machines seemed confident t hat 
by oversizing an induction motor an improvement i n 
efficiency could be obtained. He also said that if this was 
not possible, he was prepared to design an induction motor 
that would meet the required standard (i.e efficiency of 
around 851.). The design would be done free of charge, 
although the production of the motor would cast more than 
an ordinary induction motor. He was unable to quote the 
exact price, but the cost would still be less than both a 
synchronous or a de moto·r. 
It therefore seems that the best type of motor for the 
project is an induction motor. An efficient induction motor 
woul~ not be obtainable within the time limits of this 
project. However, the induction motor supplied by MLT Drives 
could therefore be used for the purposes of this project. 
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APPENDIX 4.2: THEORE'!'ICAL MOTQR PERFORMANCE 
THEORETICAL PREDICIONS FOR INDUCTION MOTOR 
CIRCUIT PARAMETERS FROM NO-LOAD AND BLOCKED ROTOR TESTS: 
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APPENDIX 4.3: CALCULATION OF MOTOR PARAMETERS 
The motor parameters were obtained from no-load and 
blocked rotor tests conducted at frequencies of 25 and 
50Hz. The motor is oversized and hence it is necessary 
to conduct the no-load test at a voltage which is close 
to the expected operating voltage. For an input power of 
350W and assuming a motor/inverter efficiency of 0.67, 
the output power delivered by the motor is 235W. The 
output tarq,ue capability is limited by the flux~ which is 
proportional to the square of the voltage. In order to 
obtain an estimate of the voltage at which to conduct 
the no-load test, the flux is assumed to decrease in 
proportion to the output power. Hence, 
235 
= . 63.5 2 
750 
At a frequency of 25Hz a square root voltage frequency 
curve was followed and thus Vn1 25 = 25vln 
For a torque of lNm the current was found to be 2.8A, 
and this value was used in conducting the blocked rotor 
test. The following readings were obtained: 
Blocked rotor: 
Frequency = 50Hz: 
Vllav = ll.85v 
Iav = 2. 7 A RMS 
Pin = 27W 
Frequency = 25Hz: 
V11av = 7.5v 
I av = 2 . 7 A RMS 
Pin = 24W 
No-Load: 
Frequency = 50Hz: 
V11av = 60.3v 
Iav = 1.9A RMS 
Pin = 33W 
Frequency = 25Hz: 
vllav = 43.3v 
Iav = 2.75A RMS 
Pin = 31W 





From blocked rotor test: 
r2(50) = 0.5; r2(25) = 0. 363 . 
12(50) = 3.52lmH; 12(25) = 3.52lmH 
12(50) = 3.52lmH; 12(25) = 3.925mH 
The input power curves for the no-load tests are shown 
below. The no-load losses consist of friction and 
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From the above graph, Pmechc 5o) = 13 w 
Pmechc 25 ) = 5.5 w 
Pironc 5o) = 12.lW 
Pironc 25 ) = 8.9W 









CALCULATION OF SNUBBER COMPONENTS 
The turn-off snubber network is shown below and com-
ponent values for the resistance Rs and capacitance Cs 
must be determined. O 
Figure: Turn-off snubber network 
At turn-off the principal current flows at first through 
the diode Ds and then charges the capacitor Cs. Its 
voltage is nearly identical with the drain-source 
voltage Vds and increases until the free-wheeling diode 
begins to conduct. The dissipation of the energy stored 
in Cs takes place in the suppression resistor Rs at the 
next turn-on. From an AEG technical information 
document 3 0 , the snubber components are recommended as 
follows: 
(These components were deisigned for IGBT modules, 
but the same method can be used for MOSFETs.) 
where: 
iDM . 





= highest value of drain current to be 
turned-off 
= rate of rise of voltage at turn-off 
= drain source voltage immediately 
prior to turn-on 
= maximum permissible repetitive peak 
current 
= minimum duration of forward gate-
source voltage 
The above parameters were determined at · the highest 
switching frequency and at this frequency the peak current 
was measured to be 4A. For a DC voltage of asv and a rise 
time of 2us, the capacitor Cs was found to be 0.098uF· Rsmax 
was found to be 1000 ohms for a gate-source transition time 
of 400us. 
HICROCONTROLLER BOARD 
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APPENDIX 6: OPERATION OF 8031 MICROCONTROLLER 
DESCRIPTION OF 8031 ARCHITRCTURE 
The 8031 is a member of the Intel MCS-51 family. Some of its 
features are 
- 8-bit CPU optimized for control purposes 
- Extensive Boolean processing 
- 64K Program Memory address space 
- 64K Data Memory address space 
- 128 Bytes of an-chip Data RAM 
- 32 bidirectional I/O Lines 
- Two 16-bit timers 
- Interrupt structure with two priority levels 
1. Memory Organization Structure 
Separate space is provid~d for the Data Memory and the 
Program Memory. 16-bit Data Memory addresses are generated 
through the DPTR register. Program Memory can only be read, 
and this is done by the Program Store Enable (/PSEN) signal. 
To access external Data Memory, the /RD and /WR signals are 
used. In order to access RAM, the DPTR register is used with 
the following two instructions : 
MOVX A,@DPTR , which moves data from the address 
supplied from the DPTR to the Accumulator. 
MOVX @DPTR,A , which moves data from the Accumulator 
to the address supplied by the DPTR 
To access lookup tables in Program memory, two instructions 
are available. Since these instructions access only Program 
Memory, the lookup tables can only be read and not updated. 
The instructions are shown below : 
MOVC A,@A+DPTR , which reads Program Memory at A+DPTR 
MOVC @A+DPTR,A , which reads Program Memory at A+DPTR 
2. Internal Data Memory 
Internal Data Memory addresses are always one byte wide. The 
lowest 32 bytes are grouped into 4 banks of 8 registers. 
Program instructions call out these registers as RO through 
R7. Two bits in the Program Status Word select which 
register bank is in use. This allows a more efficient use ~f 
code space, as register instructions are shorter than 





The next 16 bytes above the register banks form a block of 
bit-addressable memory space. The 128 bits in this area can 
be manipulated by a wide range of instructions which address 
the bits directly. The bit addresses in this area are OOH 
through 7FH. 
Special Function Registers include the port latches, timers 
and peripheral controls. These are only accessed by direct 
addressing. 
3. Interrupt Structure 
The 8031 provides 5 interrupt sources, 2 external 
interrupts, 2 timer interrupts and a serial port interrupt. 
What follows is an overview of thi~ interrupt structure. 
3.1 Interrupt Enables 
Each of the interrupt sources can be individually 
disabled by setting or clearing a bit in the 
Enable (IE) register. This register also has 
disable bit, ~hich can be cleared to disable ~11 
at once. 





Each interrupt source can also be individually programmed to 
one of two priority levels by setting or clearing a bit in 
the Interrupt Priority (IP) register. 
A low-priority interrupt can b~ interrupted by a high-
priori ty interrupt, but not by another low-priority 
interrupt. A high priority interrupt cannot be interrupted 
by another interrupt source. 
3.3 Operation of Timers. 
When these interrupts are configured as 16-bit Timers, they 
count up with two registers and cause an interrupt when an 
overflow occurs. After they have caused an interrupt, they 
continue counting up. When an interrupt is received, it is 
therefore necessary to reload the registers with the 
required values. 
__ / 




APPENDIX 7.1: MICROCONTROLLER PROGRAM LISTING 
;--------------------------------------------
;* VARIABLE DEFINITIONS: This section defines 
variables which are stored in internal RAM and 
are directly addressable. The variables are 















































































;* RECEIVING INTERRUPTS: This section directs 
; the program counter when the controller is 









;* MAIN PROGRAM: The main program is purely 
responsible for setting up the status of the 




























;R7 is used as an offset to point to 
; the next voltage and frequency. There 
; are 108 frequency values over O - 80Hz. 
;Reference voltage at which 
;panel voltage is initially maintained 
;Timer 1 interrupts first so that a table 
;can be set up before timer O 
;comes into operation 
; Timer Control 
Interrupts timer o, timer 1 
and interrupt O are enabled 
This is variable is used later 
create a third priority level 
; Timer O and interrupt O are 






SERVICE ROUTINE TIMERO . 
' ;This service routine sequentially outputs the 
;elements of the three-phase table that has been 



















;Speed of timer o is determined 
; by variables TORSET ·and TOLSET, 
; each of which is set for the required 
; frequency in the timer 1 routine 
;If the pointer passes through zero, 
; it is possible that a change in modes 
; (above or below 40Hz) could occur. 
;Change in modes if bit READY is set 
;Toggle bit to address different 
; table if a change in modes occurs 
;Address of new table element 
; loaded into DPL and DPH 













Wait 15uS before writing out the new value 
Update pointer for next element 
;-------------------------------------------
; SERVICE ROUTINE INTRPT 
;This service routine is used to indicate when 
;the ADC has completed its latest conversion. 
;A third priority level is created because the 
;timer 1 routine is still in progress . . , 
INTRPT: 








;Flag2 is set when the 
; interrupt is receeived 
;------------------------------------------------------
; SERVICE ROUTINE TIMER! 
;This routine forms the core of the controller 
;operation. It sets up a three-phase table in 
;RAM for timer O to access and it determines the 

























;R6 determines the sampling 
; rate of timer 1 
;During start up the sampling rate 
; is slower than for normal operation 
;Address of speed signal 
;Address of voltage signal 
;Checks if start up is necessary 
;Controller routine to determine 
; new frequency and voltage 
;Uses look-up table to get new voltage 
;Checks if a change in modes is required 
;Creates a table for timer o to access 
;Generates three-phase table in RAM 
;Waits for a zero crossing 
;New frequency is updated 
;--------------------------------------------
; SUBROUTINE GETVAL 
;This subroutine interfaces with the ADC to 
;accumulator before the subroutine is called. 











;ADC selected at this address 
;Waits for interrupt to be received 
;-----------------------------------------------------------
; SUBROUTINE STRTIN 



















;Controller routine if speed 
; is above a certain valu~ 
;Subroutine called if motor has stalled 
;New frequ = Speed + 2 during start up. 
;-------------------------------------------
; SUBROUTINE RESTRT 
;Subroutine used if the motor has stalled 
;If the speed was zero, try the lowest 
;frequency, if it stays zero then 
;disable the MOSFETs and the watchdog will 









;switches off the MOSFETs 
;Disables Timer o 
;-------------------------------------------
; SUBROUTINE CONTR 
;This subroutine determines the new operating 
;frequency. At the end of the routine, a number 
;is left in R7 which indicates the new frequency 
;and voltage. The controller maintains the 
;panels at a fixed voltage, which is slowly 
;adjusted to maximize the speed. 














































;The voltage is too high so 
; the frequency is increased 
;The voltage is too low and so 
; the frequency is lowered 
;If the voltage is significantly less 
; than Vref then the frequency 
; is decreased 4 times 
;After every 25th sample Vref is adjusted. 
;The reference voltage is decreased 
;The reference voltage is increased 
;------------------------------------------------
; SUBROUTINE AVESPD 
;This subroutine determines the average speed of 
;the previous two readings, Noldl and Nold2 










;A contains the average speed 
;-------------------------------------------
, SUBROUTINE SETVLT 
;Gets the start address of the new voltage 
;table to be accessed 
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SUBROUTINE THRSEQ 
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;'00' written to RAM 
'01' written to RAM 
;O's in six bits per byte. These l's and O's are 
;the controls for a three phase PWM voltage 
;waveTorm. They are stored in external RAM. 
rv·; C) \) x r:·::i !I (~~ :o F' ·r F'. 
;-..·; !] \) c: i; ,:::·j c::: c::: " () 
r ... ·1c·1~ .: ·c:.• ,.··, .-·-. 
' , ...... .,.. ·'··'" "··" :1 "···· 
;Base address of single phase table 
;Phase A element placed 1:.1 ,.-.. , ..... ':: .. _ ..
~ r .. ; i::: r::' 1 · ·; r:, 
!. ... · ••• '! ''·,'.'.'.! ... · 
C::·f' .. ;i l/\C'.11:.·" 
· ... ' ' .. :~ ~···' i"'!: ... !- • :1 
.. 'l'h,.iCi 
'. ..• ,ii 
1"1l.. .. l\/ 
;::1 :: f: E: ~51) 
L. [IF- F~ CJ {:1 
.--.. -.... -.. -·· 
:... .. :1 l-:!r .. _.t._. ., L.) 
;·;.:::·:·/\I:··, U ,- r::·:::;,,-··,·;_-;; 
• ... .' : .... r-! ' ·. :; ' ' .:. ! ! .., ' .. :-: .~ •• • 
;::·•.::. ..:' .. ..- ... 
. ' .. ! :; .! ••• '-··''······-.' 
r ...·1C} 1·) >< .··· ;i <·:i! D F' ·r F~.: 
;..,-1(' .. ;t. j ,.. .. , 
! •' ..... ..,. 1...: ;; , ... \,_ ...•... : l1 •• 
,.. ... /f .. ;i ·' ;.'.) ····, 
!\ ... ' "/ .;.,• .: ..... ,, ~ .. · 
ANL A,£10000000B 
1·· .. 1 {J \} :o !=1 \.._ !I F;~ t) 
DEC DF'H 
JNB C'::iE;~F(,, L .. CJ(~1DDF~: 
INC DPH 
MDV>< r:rnF'TR; (..~ 
;-y·i Ci!...) I) F1 !-i , :EC>~? l·-l 
I NC DP!... 
J!\!Z NXTL.UC 
SUBROUTINE WAITSW 
;Of+set tor high frequency mode 
...... " .: .. 
;Phase L element placed ., .!..'., .. '.. 
;Complements w• all phases S~w· ~u 
;A square wave is created in B.7 so 
the PWM signals are 
2asily viewed on an oscilloscope 
;Waits for address of timer 0 to pass through 
;zero so that synchronous switching can take 
;place if there is a change in modes 
.i .. ; .... -.. .: .. 
' ... ! !·:::-. ; ..• 
--~ 
:··•fD'vl F:t::~P1DY, C 
1:::•[:··r 
! \ ~ ••• l 
SUBROUTINE RESUME 
Sets up new timer 0 speed v2lues 
!- 1:::.::::;.l .. 3i''it::. :: 
" i .; , ..... ···. ···. •r· ~ •••• ,., ,..J 
... ..'.. ! ~ ;·;:: ·:::t i . .:. . .,,... ;;;:: \ .• ! .: .. -·.l-·. 'i ,. ...... ~ .. ~==t ! ... ' .~. 1;;:: :; 
08 !95,251, 244,252, 160,253, 013,254, 013,254 
DB 013,254, 013,254, 045,254, 045,254, 045,254 
.OB 
·,"\·:::.: 
.\ .. '.'.-' 
DE: ,.··., /? C'.) •"":'< ;:::. ~:::. ... .'"'!"<. ... ' '.i .i: .. · ......... ; 
r-·,r::; 
' .. .'!. .• ' 
.-7, /l t:• .-·,-, !:::. /I 
.:: ..... '!' ,. ; .:: .• ._ .. -·r '.' 
(J '.:::; c;; ;1 :·;? ~5 ~5 , 
'L :'.? .J. '.i :~2 ~:.:i ~.1 ~I 
.t i:f. ~:;; ;; :? '.j ::~ ;; 
J.. ;3 F~ :; ~.? :.=5 l~. , 
(J :~·'. .!~. ;i :::'. ~5 5 ;1 
0 ·~7 ~:1. , :·.? ~5 ~:=. , 
:L (} 7 !i ~:~ ~~:I ::.=:i ~I 
·f .. :; ..... .-·) f--:. 1::. 
-~· ·.-: .... , , ,,;_ ..... ·-·' , 
·I :i C? .-·) r..:, ;::~ 
.. t "'!' t .. • ;i .:: .. .__, '-·' , 
::?2~Z, :?~54· 
t) :3 ~:-' , :::: 5 ~~i 
c;s::::: :1 2 ~5 ~5 
J .. 1.!~., :2'.~)5 
.1. :::; ~! !i 2 ~5 ~i 
:.t ~:::·:~ ~ ~'. 5 5 
UG 15~,25~, 157,255, 160,255, 162,255, 165,255 
DB 177 1 2~5, 178,255 
08 184,255 107,255, 
DB 118,255, 120,255, 
DB 1 ?9_?55_ 130,255, 
U0 139,255, 140,255, 
.~.) .t: .. 
:n:u .. ~ .... ~ ... , ..... -.L ·~~:. '.) :: .,::: ::::; ~.':"' :i 
-: i::~ L r·:-i 1::~ !:::. 
.' .. "··''~-' !I .::.. .... 1 ·-' ;'! 
:L .s ~? , ::? ~=:_:; ~·:·' , 
.J.. (:. ~:::; :; :7~'. '.::• ~~ , 
DB 172,255, 173,255, 
DE: 
:J.. ~/ (".'./ , ~:~·'. ~j ~5 :i 
I '7C:i ··-:11:-.:. !::~ 
.. ;,. ! ·', .:: .... _ ...... , 
.1 '•":r•'. ,. ... , r·· ,. .. 
J. / .... i , .:::: ~ .. ) :,:; , 
1 ·7.1:;;, 2;5~5 :i 
.l ·7 8 ~I ~2 ~:~{ ~:l !i 
J.. '/ C_1 ;. :·::~ 5 ~_7i !' 
:.t ::::1 cj :l ::·z: ~5 ~:5 !' 
·i i (\ r•;i t:~ !::~ 
..... _, ..... , '.i .1: •• \ •• • .... 1 :1 
J .~~~ :~; , :·;::: :_=5 ~.:1 ;; 
l ~5 (J ;I :~~~I~_:;; !I 
.t ~5 7' :• :2 ~.) ~5 ;1 
J .. /:i9:: ~;2~5~5 !i 
·i -·,v /I r'.I 1:::. !::.:, 
l I ,..,. ·, f, \,.I ',,,I : 
.t ·7 7 !I ~~~ !:=_1 :.:i :; 
J. -7 C_? !< :;:~ ~) ;:i !I 
_l '/ C/ ;1 ~i? :.:5 ~-:; ;; 
l '?C_?; ::::: ~:i ~I, 
'l ·7 9 ;1 :·::~ ~.5 !~_:, , 
.'1. ·7 c.1 :i :;:: ~5 :::1 , 
.1. t::=: :~ :1 :·;2 ;:, :=1 , 
l .:t ::~; !i :·1? 5 ~~l , 
J .. :? i{. , :::·~ ~5 ~5 , 
l ::~; :5 !I :? ~:5 5 ;t 
:.t.44 ;1 :2:~·~5, 
·I !:::, r·,-, r-:r 1:::. r.:~ 
.,\. , .• • .1:.~ ;; .t:- ·-·' ,_. ;i 
J .. ~5 t3 ;; ::·:: ~5 ~5 !i 
l f::, ~) , :::·:·'. ~.:i ~) , 
.1. ·7c), :2~=.:15, 
·t ... 10:'"'}' 1-:1r.;:,1:::. 
.1 .. · i I !i .,: .. ·-·' ·-·' !I 
J.. ·7 s"t !i ::~~ ~.:=. ~) ~I 
.l. .79 ,·:2~.:15 !I 
J. ~79 5 :?~=-1~::;.~ 
.1. ·7 c.~i ;1 ~1? ~5 :.:i ;1 
1 ~3 ::::: , :~ ~::, ~·5 
t 1. 4 ; ::·: 5 ~::; 
:L :~~ ·7 , :2 ~.5. ~:) 
.1 ~=;~.?, ;:: 5 5 
.l l:1 \~) , :2'. ~5 ~) 
.t 7' .1 , ~;~ ~5 ~5 
l ~7 ·7;. :".255 
1 ·7s> , :z ~:; ~:' 
·1 -7c:} ·;1~ c::. 
-'·· l ! , .;:_ '~' ,_, 
l ~?'.~, 2 ~:' '.:~ 
.1 ·7 9 ; ::2 ~:1 ~3 
Ci:~; i-·1 :: () () () i .. ~ !! 
():'.:::; ... !:; (_) ·~.;::)i-i !I 
() ::~: t-l !! () () () i· ·i :j 
(; ::::; ; .. 1 , () (j 1:) i·-l ;t 
t) ::~; i .. -i , () .:~:.. () i .. ·I , 
(:1 ~~; t-j , (J (: (1 J·-! ; 
(j ~::. t-! !I () t) (; l··i !' 
(i ~:::t··! , () t:.()l·-! ;. 
o:::::i-!,. OOOH, 






() •1~· f-1 ;. <) t) () f-i 
0!.f.H,U20H 
(; .. ::;_ t-i , 1:) 4 C) t-·f 
_.., ... ,.,I ,••.,-••,.",1' 
!,) .. ~. t•! , !,) ;::::; l,) 1·-1 !i 
.u.::.:; () ·~:; ; .. -i , () (:·i () ~·i ;; () ::::; i .. -; !i () (:~ () J .. ·i ~I 
(j :::;: !-.. ; , () E:. () l·-i ~1 
() .-::j. i·-i , () (; () ! .. ·! , 
c: ... :-:;.J··l, t):~~Cil··l, 
() ::::. t-1 ;1 () (~ () i-1 !' 
() .~1-1· .. j ;1 () ::? l) !·-J , 
<) l~.1-t :. c1 l~. c! ; ... ! :i 
() ~'.'.. l·-l , (j Pl l) !-·I , 
(j ~::: !· .. ! :1 (: c:: (i l"·i , 
O~':OH, Oi::::OH ,, 
04H,040H, 
l\T:.'J 
.~ .. ' .~ .. · 
.U.::_.; 
T\"C:; 




.• .. /' ... ' 
()f:~l· .. ~ ;; (::(;()}··~ :; 
~··;~-n·i ,-;~)··~)i·-1 
()f3J···l :. ()C:(:r .. 1 :; 
() ::3 H :. () ~:-~ (:: ~1 :; 
UHH !' n:::'UH,. 
......... ,,' ..... -: .... ,: 
! .. : ;-.. ~ :·-i .. ~ ) .q. !. J r ·i ;; 
()lfti;; i:)8(:! .. 1, 
t:::> .4 I···i :i c; f:~·) c; r-1 =i 
()::'.:it·i !i ()(J(Ji·-l ;; 
OElH ., OUOH !' 
..-··,01 .... ,.-.,,...;,-;J .. , 
.... '\ ... '! ! :i \,.''-. .'"· .. '! l !i 
() ~:::: 1· .. 1 :• () .~·4. (': t .. ! ,1 
() ;;:;:; 1···! :: () -~~i- () l .. ·1 ;; 
.. -., /l LJ ,.-., /1 ,-; : . ..: 
'-'-
01"! I, ,_,·-;·· .. '! I :'I 
(J.~'-1-l···i :; ()f:?.(j!···i, 
~) lf r ..; :; () r~ Ci~·~ 
(j f.:'3 !-i ~ () () (1 J·-! !i 
::) F3 ; ... ! :i () :·:? () 1 ..i :1 
() t:~ l ... ; :; (J ::? u !·-l 
1.j t:f 1-·; ;; : ) :·::·:: (:: t··l :• 
1"·,c::·L.l ,.-., /i ,. .. .,LJ 
" . .-·\ ... '! l '.i ·• •• '"T'· .... ! ! :J 
,"",c.::,L..i (", /! ;",\._\ 
" .. ''···-'' j ;; ........ '!' ....... ! :1 
(j [3 i"i '.i () .-:1. () l···i '.i 
() f:J l-·l !i () l~. (! l··1 ;1 
c1 .~+ r··i :; o .~. ~:) ~-i , 
().;;~.}·1 ~I ()8(Ji-i; 
U\3H " OOOH, 
('·,c:::...J /"\t-·,;"";Li 
•· .• ' '·-·' ! ! !i ' .... ·· .. ' ··-' ! i :1 
,.--., t:) L.l ,.-., .-7, ,·-; Ll 
'··''····'' ! , ....... ,:..·· .. '! ! , 
(; ::::~ ~-1 ;: () ~.? () f·"! , 
;";Ci Li /'; .:1 ,.-, L.l 






() 8 i-l :1 (j () () ~ .. , 
(J E:: 1-i :; () :·.? (; ~ .. i 
,.--.,C'.:Li (';/},·""l . .i 
"·"'-··'! ; 'i · ..... -'!'"-'! ' 
.··. r-., : .... ;1 .-. ' ' 
~.) t::; t··1 , t . .J ::+ t.) !I 
T):C; -;;· ,!... -:~:.,-.~ - (:t:H .. ! ·: .:),...j.()i .. ·I:; '1;31 l • 'i· 1 ·:1.·J _
1 
()~3i···i :i ()l~.()i···l, i:)[H-1 :i (;.~·1.(H .. ! 
OB 08h,040H, OBH,040H, 08H.040H 
y·-.,·;-:, 
! .. !' ... ' 2,2J2,2J2,2J?,?l2,3l2,2l2~3!2,2)?,312,2l2,3j2,3J2,3J1,2~4,q{OFFH 
i:)::::.::·~:~:)i-·! 
1:> r:-: ~;? ; :·::·:·'. !i ::::: :; .:: .. :i .• : .. :1 :·.-=:: 'i .• ::: .. ::. .:t :; ::::: :; :? ~l ·•• , ..i '! :? :; :~? , 3 :1 .:c =' ::~; :: ::::: :• i~. , i ;; :? :; 2 !' lf , ;:: , t:. , :·1? , ,~. :1 c:: r::· r:· I···l 





;PWM Ratios: (High f~equency mooei 
c;::;~EJ ();J('.!()!···i 
DB 2,4,1,50,0ffH 
c: ;:~.'. C-:; 'J f3 l1. () t .. I 
DB 2,4,1,50,0FFH 
APPENDIX 7.2: PWM RATIOS FOR INVERTER CONTROL 
TABLE ID 
EUMINATION OF STH. 7TH. AND 11 TH HARMONICS OF nutfiE-PHASE 
INVERTER, SWITCHING ANGLES AND FUNDAMENTAL-WA VE 
AMPUTIJDES 
v._l -i -z 93 ., v_.l -i -z 93 .,. o. Jt ~, .. , 39. ,6 60.11 7 Je9J Oe60 2lel1 ?2.21 )6.~~ 11.91 
OeOl 2~el) ~.7) 60 • .?2 n. a.; ,.61 Zle33 ·n. '>3 66.4? 7T.Sl 
o,o• 2.le.?9 Jl.5? 60el3 1'9 • .,,,, )o62 230 JT lie '3 66- ,., .,.,.a' 
o. )" z>. J? ?9- 41 6.>. 45 ... .,. 72 Oe66 Z3o1'S ~·· ., 66.11 .,., •""' "·06 20 •• 9 ~'Je 31 6:>.56 1Je66 Oo65 Z3ell '!l.22 66. ~5 11.9, 
,.o~ .?0.58 J"le l 7 60e6T 7'Je59 0066 Zle 3l 33. ~5 61o 14 T7o91 
Je)) '!Oel\! ~? • .)'] 6)e 71 1?e52 Oe61 21.2, ?J. ~1 6To 1Z T1o?Z 
0.1> 2l. ,., ~~.s·1 60.·JO 7?.•'!t Oo69 23ol9 30ol1 67.~I ,,.,._,, 
Oo 11 Zle8Y ~a.'' 6lolZ ~~ ... , OoT, z:i.1 z JO. 09 61. 1~ T1.95 0.1 i ~l. ,6 !.S.6) St.: 4 7le33 'lo Tl !3.0l 21.11 S7o?l 71. , .. 
o.'" Zlo 1' JS.all l!le :?' .,.,.~., ').73 2~.~l 2?.46 ~11-10 Tl'. 98 o.1s 21.1• Jl!o32 61oJT 1''Je21 o. 74 22.Jl ??oil 61.::J ,.,_ J' 
?ol 7 :?1 • .?J '!9.17 61o49 Mol5 o.7~ 22.67 21.13 6•1. "ii ?1e O.? 
Oo 18 21. l.? Bo OJ 6la f1l T?o09 Oe76 22.sz 2Se4.J 68.~l 1a.01 o.ac;, :!la• I '!?all-' 6le -.3 7?.0J ,.11 2%.J4 211. 06 6.So n 'PJ.,S 
o. 23 2loSl 310 Tl Slo8'J 7!\e"'.37 Oo 1'1 2:.1• ?"'• 61 69e I• u.c~ 
o. 22 z1. :s1 '!7aS"1 6&. '17 1Se9l ,.ao 2lo'J2 27029 69015 .. .,.o, 
0.2: 2le61 "?1.•4 G~• 1'1 -:9"1.86 .,. Ill Z.6. 69 ~';. ~.., ~.,o'ST 1a. n 
.).?.• Zl.76 3To2) 62·=! 7s.eo Ool!l 2h•2 21\o., 6'Jo "9 130 Jl 
1.z~ .::::. s• !T.1 J $2.'!5 1.1.T5 o.a. 2lol4 260 l1 .. 0.01 ,,.ll o.z7 2lo9, ~6.99 !t:? •• 7 7J. 7J Oe85 2J.33 2'l.6;'i .,o·=• "·I' ..,.::, :!:.a1 :'!6.s l SZe60 70.6~ 3o31 .:!Oe 53 .?~?l 10. 41 '"• IJ )o29 :~z. tJ? -'6· 67 62. '9:! 13.~l Ool!d '.?O. 20 2•·•0 10.u"'> 11. )9 Oell 2:!•11 ~1.~1 1:.86 78.5'5 Oo89 19.9$ 2•.zs 10o1l .. 1.011 
o. J2 :?.:! • .? .. "*'•36 62.9'1 13.,, Oe'I~ 19. :;1 n. 9'1 1le 16 Tl!0 J7 
o.~: ~:. 1::! ~C.. l? is:. t? 1:Jo45 ?o?2 19ol4 n.,, .,, .. , 11o:l6 
o. 3• ~~·J ?.S. J:J ~ l. Z1 n.41 Oa9l ll!o 17 .?'3.11 .,, .,,. 7d.'1'\ 
o.1u :?: •• ,. :?5.8? 63. J? '·1.]7 )o?4 ta.:o 2:?. ?) 11. l"1 73o l4 
?• ,, z:. :;5 J"J. 7) 6:e'IZ 18a3? )o'l'l 1a.J1 22.Z! 72el4 ?SeOl 
Oo31 22. ~.z ~,. ~· 63.66 • 1.:~ Oo9T 17.6:? Zl o8'l 72e40 1Jo0, .Jol? 2.?a6? :!!Si. 37 6Jell? .,a.24 0.9, t ?.2! ~1. •a 12e6T 7'·1, 
)o41 12 • .,, l'lo 19 6..lo'll .. 1.21 .,. 'J'} l'\odl 21. J!J 7Ze·l"I 11004 
o •• .: :!:!e ·12 JS. OJ $40,, 7lo l 1 loOI l'\o4'J 2'e6'l .,, • .?, .. ,.06 
o.•J l:? • .tta '!•· •• 6•·~2 1Jo14 lo l2 t6e ):! 2'9 31 11.:n 710 l'I o.•s z:.·~• 34066 64016 ?Je 11 1.0 ... 15ol>l lQ·Q~ .,.,. lJ .. , ... 
o.•~ ZJo lO !4o 4] C.4e'il 13008 lo.J4 15•2' l'Jo54 74o'.3 •1.za o •• ., ?J.4'5 l•· Jl 64e'\6 :-1. l~ i.os 14- 1, Ile I'\ ""•'-l •:Soll 
'>••~ 21oll 340 I I 64e..ll '10.~~ 1001 14036 1;1.13 1'J. )4 1'1o4l .,. ,, ?j. t~ '!!. 91 64.?t. :90 .. 0., lol8 13092 u •• , ,,.~, •o.64 
lo'! 23019 .: 1. 7:? 6~ell ... ., . .,., 1. ,., l'Jo41 11. l! 16015 1 lo9? 
,.t;.! :~ • .:!· 1J.-;2 65e.'!? 11096 1.11 Ile JI 11.6:! ,,.. ~'I 1 Je?l 
:>. -;,:- !:J. '!? J1. !1 65042 '709• lolZ t.?.~H , .,. 20 ,., ... {t '1. ,. 
,. $'i 21. l.J no I l 61e ~· .. .,.,,1 1.1~ 1:. ,., !6• ''· .,, .. ,, .)).•'; o.s,, 2:. 1-: l2o'!1 65o 15 77.9! h l·l 11. 1, 16. i~ 1'\o II 11., J 
"• ~1 ~J. 35 '!~.~ .. ,, • .,I 7Te91 lol6 llo·"ol llel\8 91 o I? Ile JJ 
-'• ~'l Zla Jf '!.:?. •41 ~6. JJ .,.,. ~o t•P Ja4'3 14• 1: ·~··· 
11.5,• 
TABLE IV 
ELIMINATION OF STH. 7TH, llTH. AND 1311f HARMONICS OF 
THREE-PHASE INVERTER, SWITCHING ANGl.£S AND 
FUNDAMENTAL-WAVE AMPLmJDES 
v-1 '"t "2 •3 ., -s· v_.1-i •2 93 ., -s "· ~:. • .,. i=3 !J. )~ ,, .. , •o. o, 45'9. '99 Jo59 14.6"'1 ZZe5'l ! •• ,, 44019 ,, .. .,, OoOl 19. 7.) ?Oe l ! !.,. ,., • l· 18 ,?.1• Oe60 14.'54 2:!e53 34.:!Z •4aZ8 14eS9 
Ja.)4 l Je(I 7 '!.l.17 39e6, •lel'9 ,9.~? ?o61 14• •! l:?..6:! :4e0~ ... ~1 ~4·•' JoO'J I Jo 11 l·l. ~ 1 'l'>e"i• •Oa3? "j·J.'56 Oo62 140 21 22061 313 • ., .. ••·•o -II•·,. o.,,6 ....... 20. 27 3'9e•:! •>·•6 ,9.4, 0.6• l4al? -lZ· .,, l J••l ···~· S4a "? Oo:Jl 19ol3 ~~.3'l l9e30 .,.,, 59. J4 ,. 65 14o l4 l~. 76 :'l.~7 .... l 54 •• n OaOl t9. '?2 !\). 41 l,o 11 •1•64 59022 ').66 llo?Z 2.?. dl 13.SJ •4·7~ 51091 
0.10 l?oll .!o.•e 3~.>7 • >. ,. 5-fo I I Oa67 lloOO .:?2.0• l:So39 44e.JO 51.a• 
0.11 1•·91 .z:J.52 .JSe9'i 40.a1 5'>•'" Oe6? l:So61 .z~.a1 y,.::5 ••.a9 51011 2ti l '7 t '•.., 2'• SJ ,,.d. .,.9"! 58o9J .Jo 13 13034 2l.9Z u.10 46091 5lo•a o. ,. 13.77 l'· 61 J ii • ... z ~I. >l "J8.7] 0.11 t3.•2 2~.ioc. l2e96 4'Jo1, ''··~ Ool'J 1a.~:s .?l.6) lSe6:t •1•10 511.61 o. 7] l~. 2 J 2::. 9') ~~. :u 4,ol4 ,3.J?,_,, 131.'5• 20. 7~ .J4e61! •:.z~ 59e5' o.7• 1lo16 !lo,, JZol\6 •"S • .Z? 51o I ·1 
o>o Ii l'lo41 23. di lSe 16 4lo29 ,, .... Oo15 l'leOl l"'l. o~ 1!.~l .,, • .J., "3·'6 Oe 14 1e. '' 2.>.11~ lit • .:?• 41.J! 5!1. J1 Oe76 Uo91 ?i.11 ll·~' 4'JelS sz.ctz o. z' ta. ~l ~.,. ;;.:! ll.; "! ., .. .., ~,.Z:! OoTll 12.1.J 23.13 ~z. ;!t 45.46 52.1-a 
~.2.! IOoH 21. 91 l~. Jl •1· '56 35. lol o • .,~ 12.65 21.1~ ,Z.,>6 •So SJ ~:!.~5 
o.2J 1 "1.'9., 21.0• .?7 ...... "'•"ii 57.'1? Oo!O l=.~~ ?J.11 ::n o,J.J 4'l.61 5Zo'1 '·-'-• , ..... ~ Zl • .,,., ! .... .,., •t. ""' ~7 • .J!t Oe81 IZoJl z:s. 21 ]lo74 4'5o6? 'JZoJ1 ,,.~~ ''· .,. Zh I~ ,., .. :,~ • ,. !• '51o 11 o.a'? 1Zo29 Zl. !l '!I• 5 t -~.76 sz.21 o • .:::1' , .,. ~z ?1. 21 3?. •? ••• q3 5106, .).a .. &:!. 'z 2~.~~ 'JI e42 45.13 '52 • .>'l 
:>eZ'l t .,.st 21 •• 1:1:. 3'7.•0 •!!.02 1)7.~• )o05 lie?? 2lo 21 lt.~5 4'k ,, ~ •• >• 
·>. 2') 11. ~ 1 ~t • .l!! ~T.:!~ 42e l2 51042 o.a., 11 o ~5 23028 ?t • .)1 •'l.9? 5lo7'J ,. '' 11. ?3 21. 31 !7.16 \!. !t l7ell o.ao 11e1'! 23.J) l'•'>: •6.21 5lo64 .>. 32 I"• I'> 21 •• , ]? • ,. i!!• JO 51.1., ·>· '? 11.,, 23. 3) :,. 74 4601' 5lo48 o • .z., I 1o JS :it. 4'] ~.,, . .,: •2. "'"' ~.,. lJ le?O ,, ... Zloll lOe'it 4 •• 15 5lo l1 o. 14 I~.-, 1 21. ~· :31. ,., •:: .. , 5<.t. •J& .).9! 11.l~ ::s. ll 1:..:1 46oZI 5le16 ,_,.J6 tG. '11 21.6) J6.6? •!!-57 ~6.d"' ~.93 11.1s llo 31 :.>.:, 46.Z~ 51 oO) .-:. .. l&. 70 ?le6!i 36.'S4 42.66 56o7:1 0.'1• I le Ol 21.11 JOo·H 46o]I Sle8:! 
~]) l~ol3 21. 71 J·.;·•.? •.?.16 56.6:? o.·>~ I '•18 lla2,, .:?'1.0I 46ol5 ,,_,4 
J. ;J? 16.•6 2le7~ Jet • .!., •2· '15 Siio 5) Oe97 l , • .,.. .:?~.~7 .:!C)e6l •'i>e!S '50e4'\ , .. , 1u.1• ~t. 1.? :~.!7 •:?.9• 56.:tq Oo98 1~. 5~ u.24 Z'>o4l 46e41 '50oZ1 o.•z 16022 ~:: ~~ ?C.. ,. 41.)1 IS'ta27 )o'J9 10•4' ~3.21 Z9ol I 46.41 50o06 o •• , t6.1 l J5e'1..? • J.1 :! 5-;.1, loll I~. :S' z1.11 %8.9? 46.4, •'>••"' l••" I ':lo 9 J ~: .. ,., ?~. 1 I ·~ •.?l 'l6a l J lo02 l.J.15 ~1.1 ! .?, ... , ·"·"' •CJ.6.! o.•~ as. ~7 C.'!. )3 !~·'•-!t •>• l' 55•92 lo l)J 'l.99 ?:. ~? ?a.st 4'\e•.J 49.~7 v.•7 15.7"1 2:?• \ll 15. 53 •1al1 ~s.al lo04 9e'l4 ~Z.?? .?l.~6 4&ol'5 49ell o •• , 15.C:.l ii?. l l l!i.•1 43.48 ,5.,.J 1.~6 .,.~11 l2e91 :s.,o •6·!' •a. n .,. "' lS.~l Z:!. 1.1 .Jr..:t •le51 55oS6 lo )1 9o52 22. a1 :1.1! 4!.al? ., .. ,, Oo'H 15011 2~. 2• .?·1.11 •1·66 55.44 lo 01 ,. J' :z~. 4'1 2To4l •·"- 01 48e0" Je5Z I 'le21 ~~. ~.., 1~. ')~ . .,. ,, ')$. J.! loO? , .. ., Z2o:S4 l?•IO 4'\o1'5 47.6• .,.,: I So 15 ~~ 7• l•· l J •::s.s• 5••21 I oll 8e9? .!:'!. 31) 26eT1 45042 4'1.~1 
,.~;. 1 -;. )1 2 ~ • .?) ~ .. ,., •l.13 !15. J'J lo 12 a • .,, ZZ. IJ 26e l5 •• • .s.a ·~·ll ,.-w. , •• 11 ~~.•l l•eU,? '"•~Z 54.·J't loll 4a57 ~t. ,, Z5o'17 44oH 4'io 10 .,. '">' , •• 7.J Z~41 =·· 4'1 ••••• , •• ,,4 lo15 5ol0 '!l • ll .?S •• '?t •:?.,9 4le6tt lo I \ '•at '?'• 19 Z~e?l : ... , ·~··~ 
;TRUE BASIC PROGRAM TO GENERATE PWM RATIOS 
CLEAR 
LET D = 2000 
LET P = 128 
LET OFB = 15 
let w = 80 
PRINT W; "%"; 
LET Z = 100/W 
LET Itmp = 0 
LET TOTAL = 0 
LET M = 0 
LET J = 0 





LET B = 2 * (2*0FB + 1) 
FOR I = 0 TO D 
resolution of superimposed sine wave 
the number of divisions per cycle 
th~ number of switches per cycle 
the modulation factor 
LET Y =SIN ((I/D)*PI) ;Generates sine wave 
IF I < M*(D/C) + D/B THEN 
LET F = (Z/(D/B))*(I-(M*D/C)) 
ELSE 
LET F = Z - (Z/(D/B)) * (I-(M*D/C + D/B)) 
END IF ;Generates triangular wave 
IF I - (M*D/C + D/C) > 0.5 THEN LET M = M + 1 
LET Jtmp = J 
IF CF - Y) < 0.05 AND (Y-F) < 0.05 THEN 
LET J = 0 
ELSE 
LET J = 1 ; '1' or 'O' created 
END IF 
IF Jtmp = 1 AND J = 0 THEN 
PRINT INT(0.5+((I-Itmp)*P/D)); 
LET TOTAL= INT(0.5 + ((I-Itmp)*P/D)) +TOTAL 




LET W = W + 2 
GET KEY ZZ 
END 
APPENDIX 8: HARMONIC CONTENT OF PWM WAVEFORMS 
Voltage waveforms 
ll Frequency = 50 Hz 
sinusoidal Modulation 
I RANGE: -9 dBV STATUS: PAUSED I 
l A: MAG ' I :3~\ ~ l l : : : : : : : : ' l l 
1111vr· 11,. ~! ....... : ......... : ......... : ......... ; ......... ; ......... ; ......... ; ......... : ......... : ........ ~ I 
l I l · · · · · · · : : 11 
l l-l · · · · · · · _: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · -l I 
I 11 : ' : ": : : ": ·: ": : l I 
I rr·······························································································-J I 
I I I : : : ; : : ; '. : I I 
135. 48 ff::::::;::·::·::·:·.::·:::::::::::···:.::: .... :::·::·:··:;::·:::::::··::·::··;::·::·::·:: ::::···1 1 
I mY~~·s I J : : : : : : : : . : j I 
I ,.,y ij + r + : u :: r ; 1 
l J uJ · · · · · · h ·A · · I I 1 c rnr······:··· .. ····:····--···:·····--··:···· .. ···:--·······:J\ ... n:·l\'·~:··:······· .. :········11 
l Vrms lllhl\ .i- r. f\: o A :o ,.; I\ fl : !\,., : . ..O: J .. n°': fl: a , I I 
START: 0 Hz Bl.H 23. 071 Hz 'STOP: 2 500 Hz I x: 5& Hz Y: 1 'il4. El m\irms 
Harmonic Elimination 
AIMAG 
RANGE: -11 dBV STATUS: PAUSED 
2~-~ '. ~ l l : : : : : : : : : I 
j lhvr·lu» i l·······:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:········i I 
I ~1·······:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:········-l I 
l 11 · · · · · · · · · I l 
l j-j······<·········: ......... : ...... ...; ......... : ......... :······<······<·········:········i l 
I 11 · · · · · · · · -~1 
I 28. 18 [[:::::: ~ ... :::::::.:::::::::::::::.::::.:::.:.: ~::::::::: ~::::::::: ~::::::::: ~::.::::.: ~::::.: .. J I I mVrms J I : : : : : : : : : I J 
l /Ul V ~:::::::::::::::::::::: .::::!:::: :::: :!::: ::: ·:::::: ::::::! :::::::::!:::::::: :\::::::::::::::::::j l I Ill : : h fi : ·: : ·: ·: : l I 
I rm·······:·········:········ ·1~· ··ft····:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:······· ·1· I 
I e fij\[ ...... : ....... ~.:····x·JJ·H··./·~·······: ......... :.~···~···l1[·······A·: ......... : ........ , j 
J Vrms lll_oo,;, /h'\ /!..JU h/UL .. ,;. JUl JU:__a JL[\ .J1 /\ ,.._/\J J 
J START: 0 Hz El.H 23. 871 Hz STOP: 2 500 Hz I . 
f x: 5& Hz ·y: i ?b.? m\irms I 
2) Frequency = 35 Hz 
Sinusoidal Modulation 
I RANGE: -9 dBV STATUS: PAUSED 
j ~A~:~M=A=G~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----, 
j ?~4.'. ~ j j : : : : : : . : : : j j 
I '" v hn,, l- .! ...... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ........ ~ I 
J l I : : : : ; : : : : I J 
I ~-1······:···················:···················:················································11 
I J I : : : : : : : : . JI j i- ·t ·· .... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ....... ··: ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ........ i• ! 
l J J : : : : : . . : 11 
I [·1······:·········.:·········:·········.:·········:·········.:·········:·········:·········:········11 
· I;~£~.; l :l ::::::!:::: ... :. ::: ..... : .~:.::: .:.::::. :.::::!.::: :::·::: ::: ... :: i. :.:.:.:.: .:::: .. ::!.: .. : .:. j l 
l I I : : : : : : : : : J I 
! ~ i:: :: : : :::::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : : : ::: :: ::: : : ::: : : : : ::: ::: : : : : ::: :·::: ::::: ::: :: :f::: l:::: .. ·:: ~ I 
J J Jn : : : : : : : : 11 l~ I l 
l e rm ... < ...... < ......... : .......... : ......... : ......... : ........ < .... -~ .. : ..H ... n .. ··~···1 J 
I Vrms ~Jll o · /\ · o · o ;. .. 'A I\ ·A A· ·" ,/\W U \..J\ A J 
I START: 0 Hz BW: 11. 93G Hz STOP: l 250 Hz I 
Ix: 34. 375 Hz Y: i 47. 1 m\irms I 
Harmonic Elimination 
I i::i: MAG RANGE: -9 dBV STATUS: PAUSED . I 
I ~Bi;:.~ [.1 ...... ~ ......... ~ ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ........ J I 
I I I : : : : : : : : . 11 
I t·t···· ·:·········;· ····· ···:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········; ·········:······. i 1' 
I r ·t · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · i 
I I I : '. '. : '. : : : : I l 
l 35. 48 [:!::·::":::·:·· ·:··:···:· :·:::· :: . :::::: ..... :: :: ::· ·:: :·::~: . ., ·::·· ~:::·::::: ~· :::····. :: ....... J I 
I mv!:'m:s I I : : : : : : : : : I I I /111 v · . . . . . . . . l 
I l j : : : : : : : : : l I I ~-! ............................................ , .................................................. i I 
l I U ·: : ·: ·: ti il ·: ·: : : : 11 
I r1Jl······:·········:········ ·:.·········:·J1·····11·:·········:·········:·········:·········:········1 J 
I I IJ\ .n: : : : JJ H: ,\: : . : : 11 
1 ,, r.ur .. ·11:·········:····n····:·········:'J1 .. ·n:······ .. 11:····· .. ··:·· .. ·····:······~··:········.11 
I V~ms I JI\" Ir C. )\ :/\ o ) l.,_.l LA ) l ./\ .~. fL : JL _Jll I 
1.~TA~T:, 0 H;; . BW: _ 1!.9.~G Hz STOP: 1 250 Hz I 
1x: ;;i4.~75 Hz Y: 14IL!j mvrms I 
Jl Frequency = 20 Hz 
Sinusoidal Modulation 
I RANGE: -9 dBV STATUS: PAUSED ! 
1 ~Bi.ii.~ li:.~.~~ ......... ~ ......... ~ ......... ~ ......... ~ ......... ~ ......... ~- ........ ~ ......... : ........ J j 
J I I : : : : : : : : : J j J ~ ............................................................................... : .................. 1 J 
J . I : ·: : : ·: ·: : : ·: 11 I -i- ............................................................................................... 1 I 
I t I '. '. : '. : '. '. '. '. JI 
l 35. 48 I::::::~:::::::::;:::::::::·;:::::::::·;:::::::::·;:::::::::~:::::::::~:::::::::~:::::::::·~:::::::: J I 
l mv:~.s I I : · : : : : : : : : JI 
I , •• v ~{ .. • •. • •. • • • •. • ... • •. •. •. : • • ... •. • • • • .. • • • .. •. • .. • • •. • •. • • •.: ...... •. •' • • • • • ... • •. • • .. J I : . : : u: : : 1 l 
I f-J ······ ········· ·········:·········:·········:·········:·······'J\'.·······1:·········:········1 I 
I ,, ~Ji ...... .................. : ......... : ......... : ........ ~ ........ Jf .. ~· .. W··:_. ..... : ........ i l 
J V~mi; 11\ A ,, o :0 c. n I\ 6. r. I\ t\..JLJ\ H /l, : ·" 11 
!START: 0 Hz BW: 7.G388 Hz STOP: 800 Hz I 
1x: 2i:J Hz '(: 1i2.E. m\irms I 
Harmonic Elimination 
I RANGE: -11 dBY STATUS: PAUSED I 
I _.':1.A:~M~A~G~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---. 
i~~.~-;;.~ H······· ......... : .... ······· ···· :·········:·········:····· ... : .................. : · ·····i I 
I f-+······: ......... :..... ·· ······························ ····· ······ .. : ··· ···11 
I ~-J ....... : ......... :.. ······································ ·················· ·····~I 
I II : · II I n······:· ············ ····························· ..... ····:·········:·· ··11 
l28.18L.l. .... ······· ................. : ....... : .......... J,1, 
I ml/!'ms J J : : : : : : . ; : : 
l /LllY kl ...... : ......... : ......... •·········!·········: ......... : ....................................... J I 
J I ~ : : : 11 Ii : : : : : II 
I ~ll····~········:······················l~···Jl················:······:····························-l I 
I J D JI · : : JI JI ·: : : : : I I I r1J·· .. JJ·: ............................. 1t···n······················· ............................. ,, 
I J JI ll: : ii : ll JI : h : : : : l I 1 rur··Tr:- .. ······:· .. n- .. ·:·········11···1r··:· .. ··11 .. :· .... ····:·~ .. ·····:··::· .. ··:···~ .... il 1 
J './ ~ 
111 
s l JI l f I, : 0 • I I ri fl. I l :ji, l I · .•', : fl I\ : fl. ": iL 11 I 
jsTART: 0 Hz .. B~l!_?....,63.88 Hz STOP: 800 Hz l 
Ix: 2i:i Hz y: 11:.1~...- mvrms I 
eurrent Waveforms 
ll Frequency = so Hz 
Sinusoidal Modulation 
I A: MAG RANGE: -15 dBV STATUS: PAUSED I 
J 1n 8 l l · · · · · · · · · 1 l 
j Ji1'Yf·Ji1S k! ....... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ........ ~ j 
I II : : : : : : : : : J l 
J f-1· ...... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ....... · 1 l 
I l I : · : : : " : : : l l 
l l"i""'•··:·········>······: ......... : ....... --: ......... : ......... ; ......... : ......... : ........ ,, 
l ~J : : : : : : : : : l l 
I 11. 78 rL :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : :; : : : : ·::. :-: : : : : ... : : : .... : : : :·:.:: .. ::: :~: .. :.: ·::::::. :: : : : ; : : : ·: ::·::.:.::::. J I 
l m~£iv U ....... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... ~ ......... : ......... : ......... : ........ J I 
l l! : : : : : : : : : J J 
l i~····---:·········:·········:·········:·········>······:·········:····· .. ··.:···· .. ···:---· .. ··i I 
l f-lli ....... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ........ i I 
I I Ill : : : : : : : : : l l 
1 ., nu······:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:· .. ······:········ 1 1 
• .,.;::ms Pl\.* 6 [\ : ..... {\ . : : - /) : ... : {\ I\ j\ ... : : 11 
START: 0 Hz BWt 23. 871 Hz STOP: 2 500 Hz j 
X: 5& Hz Y: 95.BB mVrms 
Harmonic Elimination 
I . RANGE: -11 dBV STATUS: PAUSED J 
I ;.~i-ii.~ lf '..~-~~ ......... ~ ......... ~ ......... ~ ......... : ......... : ......... ~ ......... ~ ......... : ........ JI 
I H·······i·········!·········!········-.:·········i·········i········-i·········i·········i·:······i I 
I ri· ······ :· ........ '.·· ....... : ........ ·:··· .... ·-'. ......... :········· :······ .. ·:··· ······:········11 
I I : · : : : : : : : : l I 
I 2a. 18 [J::: :: ::~: :: : : : : : :~.: :: .. : . : : ~.::::::: :-; : : : :·: :: : :·::.:: ::·::::.: ... ::··::: :: : ·~:: :::::.: ~:: :: : : : : J J 
J mV!'m~ 11 : : : : : : : : : j j 
I'"" fl+ : + In + + JI 
I I DJ : : : . : .: : : : : I l l V~ms rnr···T ........ ~·····~··T·~r·~·:·~ ....... ~ .. ·····>·~·······~ .. ·····~·~···"···T·~~-··11 
J START: 0 Hz Bl~t 23. 871 Hz STOP: 2 500 Hz I 
1 ·x: Si!! Hz ·y: i 1<15. 7 mVrms I 
2) Frequency = 35 Hz 
Sinusoidal Modulation 
j RANGE: -11 dB\/. STATUS: PAUSED j 
I A:MAG l 
I ~~1~.'. ~ l l : : : I I"'• .,,,,, ~.! ...... : ......... : ......... :.. ........................... .. ...... .. .. ~ l 
l l J . : . : : : : . : ll I f-·1 ............................................................................................... -1 l 
l l l : : : : : : : : ·. l l 
J r·1·······························································································1 I 
l I I : : : : : '. : : : I J 
I 2a.1e []·:··:·:::··:···:::::·:·::::···:·:·:::··:··:·::;:::·::::::::·::·····:·:······:·········:········]I 
I mVrhiS I J · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · J J 
I ,)) Iv ~ ; •.•.•.•.•••...•••••••.••••••.•••••.••...•..••.•••....••••.•••.••••••••......•.........•....•••. ~ i 
l l d : : : : : : : : : l l 
I t-111· · · · · ·: · · · · · ·· · ·: · · · · ·· · · ·: · · · · · '· · ·: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · ·· ·: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · 1 J 
l l lll : : : : : : : : : l l 
1 ,, rm······:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:·········:···i.·····:········11 
l './;ms LJ!I · f\ · ~ o . • o. · ... o : 1\: J\ : 0 l J 
l.$TA~T: _ ~ H:;i; B!.l: 11. 936 Hz STOP: 1 250 Hz J 
Ix: :.:14. :.:11'5 Hz Y: i~&. & m\irms I 
Harmonic Elimination 
I RANGE: -15 dB\/ STATUS: PAUSED I A:MAG 
P?'.7:. a I J : : : : : : : : : 11 
J "'vf·111S ~.1 ...... ; ......... ; ......... ; ......... ; ......... ; ......... ; ......... ; ......... ; ......... ; ........ ~ J 
l I l : : : : : : : : : l l I f-·1 ................................................................................................ -J l 
I l I '. '. '. '. '. '. " ·: " J J 
l i-·1·· .. ··:·········:·:·······:·········:··'"--···:·········:·········:······--·:·········:········1 J 
J I I : : : : : : : : : I l 
I 17. 78 [I:::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::·:::::'.::::.::::::::::::: J I 
J mvrms I I : : : : : : : : : j I 
' /lJlV r.,. ..... ; ......... ; ......... :... ... ...; ......... ; ......... ; ......... ; ......... ;... ... ...; ........ JI 
I 1-] ...... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ...... '.~.: ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ........ 1 l 
I J lll " " " " J " " : : " I l I rlll' ..... : ......... : ......... : .... · .... : ...... ·11-: ......... : ........ :: ......... : ......... : .... ····11 
I r~f ..... ~ ......... ~ ......... ~ ......... ~ ...... 11-~ ......... ~ ......... ~ ......... : ......... : ...... , .. i l 
I V;:ms ltl\,.. ; ., A ;I\ ; .) ~ J\ ; o j._ ; 
0 
r, ; J\J I 
I START: 0 Hz Biol: 11. 936 Hz STOP: 1 250 Hz J 
1x: 84.~75 Hz ·y: ':IB.&& mvrms I 
3) Frequency = 20 Hz 
Sinusoidal Modulation 
! 
RANGE: -11 dBY STATUS: PAUSED I 
A:MAG 
~~~-: ~ I I . . . : : : I j I'"'"."'" f-1- ...... : ........ : . . ..... : ....... :· ...... :· ..... ·:· ........ : ......... : ......... :· .. . ··i I 
11·'·8.18 rl•Jl.•.•.•.•.•.•-•-•-•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•-•-•-•.·.•.•.•.•.•.•.•-•-•.·.•.•.•.•.•.•.•-•-•.•.•. + + ll 11 - ... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : .... . 
J rr1Vrms J J · : : : 
l /l.tl\i ~J ..... ······················· ······:· ·······:···· ····:·········:·· ...... :·:···· ··:··· ... 4 l 
I l l : : : . : : : : : 1 l 
I . f ~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••r•••••••·····•••••1< l <•••••••• .. ••••••••~I J V~ms I Ill : D I\ · ~ o ;, o · t•. 1) .J ~ {\ · 0 · I J 
I START: 0 Hz Bl.I: 7. 6388 Hz STOP: 800 Hz J 
1x: 20 i-tz y: i14.9 mVrms I 
Harmonic Elimination 
I . . RANGE: -15 dBV STATUS: PAUSED I 
I ~A~:_M_A_G ______________ ~--~------------~~-----, 
i ?,7 • ~ I : : : : : : : : : I 
I ml/r~.s l » : : . : : : : : : : I I 
I /Ill v .I-fl ...... : ......... : ......... : ......... : .... : .... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ........ ~ I 
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